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It is probably easier to agree on the long term goals than on 

the more immediate objectives and we may as well start off with the 

long term goals . 

Those who take the position that we must have peace w~th justice 

and imply that if we can ' t have that we ne~t have peace are~~~ 

pursuing an unattainable objective and if the w·orld were to follow their 

lead it would have neither peace nor justice . Peace -- in a liveable 

world might be , with luck, an attainable goal . 

What viould it take to have a liveable world? Even in a generally 

disarmed world , armies equipped with machine guns could spring up over 

night and such a disarmed world will remain at pe ce only if there is an 
. ~~~ 

agreement between the nations on how to secure the peace in it/ (This ----------- -------
_____... 

does not mean that we must have a weFle centrally controlled world police 

fo r ce , with the Secretary General of the United Nations as the Commander 
~/ 

in Chief .~uc~lution would not be acceptable to Russia in the 

c ircL~stances which prevail today and it might not be acceptable to / 

America in the circumstances -v.rhich might prevail ~a few years hence . ~ 
~ tv"a ~ A---:J / J/~ , 

.I have dis~-~~d this and ot~r aspoote o± tho prob 1 ow o f disarm~~~ 
~ ~r~ P1f It 7 -~-~-/'(M.A.,-
in a ~aper ~n Disarmament submitted to the 8th Fugwash Conference at 

~ 
Stowe , Vermont in 1960 and i-fl ~ef?8-et~1-f-cJ!1m'S in a little book , "The 

Voice of the Dolphins~ The book contains five stories of social and 

political satire, and the lead story attempts to show what it would take 
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to accomplish disarmament in the predictable future . Published by 
\ 

Simon and Schuster . Paperback, $1 . 00 .) 

The world will not remain disarmed for long unless disarmament 

goes far enough to lead to substant~al savin~s b~ause only if it does 
..,._ ;r ..._ ---z;etL<..- ........ -t.; ~[/~-

this will the nations have s~bstaMTi~~lve to keep the disarmament 
-~ t ------~ A J 

~~ ~~-.-.../. ·-zr H 1rvt-1rt., J 
agreement in force ·I; visa:::.:ut~ .L. - • • _rfD force ,fu-,r 

J:t !i:g WiJ•:!ZM! the nations ~~ each other that they are not 

secretly evading the aisarmament agreement . This brings us to the 

problem of inspection . Be ~he difficulties of inspection are probably 

over - rated at present. The most important issue is not whether the 

Russian government could hide a limited number of bombs and rockets if 

it wanted to do so , but rather how much inspection it would take before 

~- l'~ 
it(becom~· impossible~~~~ for the Russsian government to maintain in 

existence an effective system of delivery , be it roc kets or bomber 

planes 1 in exi~:e~keep its existence secret . WAen it $0&§§~ 

1l> ~ question lf~sj_a~~ernment could hide a limited,number of 

~? ~~-
bombs and roclcets ~~_£beyond the problem of inspection --J the c nnven-

~ 
tional meaning of the term . I , personally , am convinced that if the 

Russian government wanted to hide a limited number of bombs and rockets , 

foreign inspectors could not discover such bombs and rockets even were 
tr......,., ) 

Russia to admit such inspectors 

~ssia and America 

in ilimited n umbers . If it bec omes -4m-. 

to c onvince each other that there are 

essentially no bombs or roc{ets hidden - --and indeed , in certain cir-

cumstances it might become important for them to do so~ then Russia ~ 

Russian 

would have to create conditions in which American could r~ly on 
lvt/J/h~ / y~ ~""'~~ 

citizens in general{ and ~tists( in particul3.:1f to report any 
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such violdtion to an international control commission~ 1ilarly, Russi·1 

would have to be able to rely on American cit~zens' reporting secret 

. 1 t • tt-
VlO a _ons . 1---A--ev~~ 

I f::tised this part:_culqr issue in the conversations ~.hich I 
l t<?t..~hvh.t~ 

hqd wit~n Oct . '"59 in Ne·:.r YorL: and >'I hen I got to f•ioscm·i in Dec . 

of that year , I found thJ.t u. detailed report of this conversation 

had been made available by the Soviet government to some of my col-
a;t-

leJ.gues <.H' the Academy of sc::.ences of the USSR . In this report K 

was quoted ~s h=ving s~id to me that the Soviet government would 

seriously cnns~der the possibility of creating conditions in which 

America could rely on Russinn citizens ' reporting violations ---if 

an agreement is reqched o g neral disarmament . 
1: 

would ~J"~nt to do this , it 

is ~ not foregone conclusion that she i'IOuld be J.ble to do it . 
J~v_ . .,t.(_ ~---~·------ l_ ;,..__ .& ~~..yo 

I ~is question in my OJnvers<jtions in I1o~ '59 and at this 
~ _p-~ ~r:rr-v( I"""- -

point I ·,·;rould not say that what needs to be don'"e) could,~ily ~ done , 

but even less , 
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at present America is committed t protect nations which are 

geographically within the proximity of Russia and China . Since ~ in 

a generally disarmed world ~ America would not be able to live up to 

such cmmmittments ~ it follows that general disarmament will be polit-

ically acceptable to America only if it can liquidate these committ 

tment s without loss of prestige ~ without sacrificing the ligitimate 

requirements of other nations involved . If the Soviet Uni~~an~ the 
reach the point where they :v-A ct.l!M..e_ h·

Peoples Republic of China/recognize this fact then it may become pos
i~ // ,. 

sible to have a political settlement both in Europe andQthe Far East 
~ 1"-L-.... ~~-

- that 1ake generl disarmament acceptable to Americ~ .. America's 
.... ------ - --------

commitments in the Far East will not be easy to liquidate because they 

go back to a period after the second World War when America was the 

only country in possission of the bomb and as a result of this 

~ 
~ America was suffering from delusions of political grandeur . Over a 
.,) 

I ~ rJ 
f 

period of years America set herself up as a World policeman in the 

Far East . She entered into Military committments and engaged her 

prestige at the slightest provocation . During the Korean War Pres . 

Truman sent the fleet into the Formosa Straights as a strictly 

temporary measure and the fleet was supposed to protect impartially 

Formosa from attack fro the Chima mainland and visa versa . But when 

the Korean War ended contrary to President Truman ' s pledge was disre-

garded by the next administration and the fleet was left in the Straits 

of Formosa and it was left there no longer a s a n imp ~w~ 
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troops from these off shore islands . 

When the War of Indo China ended with the partitioning of 

Indo China , America engaged her prestige in South Vietnam which up 

to then was of concern only to France. It it were possible for A 

America to develop South Korea and South Vietnam economically and 

politically so that economic progress in South Korea dn South Vienam 

would keep ahead of economic progress Of North Korea and North Vietnam 

and at the same time achieve a ~±! political development of South 

Korea and South Vietnam that would secure to the people of these 

nations a measure of freedom which is necessary to regard as 

then it could be argued with some justification that the American 

pres ence in South Korea and South Vietnam leads to a containment of 

Communism in Southeast Asia . Perhaps it is too early to say whether 

this is in fact so, but if it - is-tee in the next few years it should 

become manifest that this is not so, then continued American presence 

in South Korea or South Vietnam will become impossible to justifY . ------ ---
Through disarmement we may, with luck, abolish was but disara.mament 

is not likely to end the rivalry between 1'\merica and Russia. There is 

no reason to expect that thenations one after the other, shall adopt 
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one after the other ;, sh1.ll adopt an economic system resembling the 

free economies of America or West Germany or France or Itqly . Nor 

is there any reason to expect that the nations one after another 

shall ~dopt the p~rlimentary form of democttRcy and establish govern -

ments under free elections . \ve shall have to be satisfied f eP if 

the nations :.n 'v'Jhose welf'1re .America ta'cces an interet are capable of 

making economic progress Nhich is comparable with economic progress 

of the n1.tJ ons within the Soviet sphere of influence . We shall have to 

be satH~fied if these nations adopt that minimum standard of freedom 

below which one could no longer regard them ad liveable pl:::l.Ces . \l!hat 

is t hat minlmum st:mdard of freedom? vlhat that minimum st"~ndard of 

freedom is, I am not able to ~e fine with any precision but it might be 

somewhere ~bout and perhaps slightly above the freedom whcih prevails 

at this time in PChland . If arp.yone -.rants to aim at a higher degree of 

:freedom it is hj s privilege to do so but if he clai.ns that higher 

degree of freedom w-ill be generally attainable in most countries isn 

the pr3dict::Jble future then the burden of pro!6f lS on him . The 

prospects of freedom would be much brighter if the ::.ssue was simply the 

issue of freedom versus comnunis:n for in that case on would only have 
:{.- ) 
&_·~vv/ 

to beat colnJnunisl . ~f"" though this might not be an eJ.sy goal , it l'lould 

have been 1.n attainable goal . But the issue of freedom versus 

Communts.n is ~ fake issue and trouble goes much deeper thu.n that . 
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It wTll not be poss~ble to unify Ge~ma~ under free elections 

in the predictable ce-rtain that it 'lo.uld 

that would make it possible to set up a confederation between the ltfest 

German State and the East German State under conditions th::tt ~rould mal<:e 
I .., 

it possible for the Soviet Union to agree to a step by step 
{ 

of this 

confederation into a more( closely 1mit cnfederation . Sue!-} a political 
~ V<-v I 

settlement would have to involve the transformation ~ a neutral city 

{having a status similar to that of Austria) not only of West Berlin 

but also of East Berlin ::l.nd for-~ing up of a confederation between 

these two neutral cities .~is is pe-ss1:151e only i:' East Germany can 

be induced to shi~t its capitol from East Berlin to some other place 

like Dresden or Leipzig ~ for instance_.~ 

l Since the current Berlin crisis , represent~ even more a 

conflict of prestige/ than a conflict of real interes~1 - the Soviet Union 
I I 

.( 

reluctant to accept the loss of prestige 

if Eas~ Ber)in v1ere to cease to be the capitol Ea 
~f 

of East Gerr;n:my . 
.I 

/ / ( 

I 

-eett:er to negotiate ~ a political 
I -t.....,.,.... J.-( ... "" ' 

~ a pelitieal 

~~=te induce East 

Germany to relinquish East Berlin at the same time when the United 

States would induce the govern~ent of Formosa to relinguish Quemoy and 
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Matsu it might be possible to balance in an equitable fashion the losses 

of prestige on both sides.~~ view of the present extreme ri~gj rigidit¥ 

of United States foreign policy any 1JOlitic3.l settlement that makes sense 

must , <Bf course, 3.ppear Utopia~ today . Today in deference to Western 

Germany whom v1e regard rightly or wrongly as an indespensible ally, we 
,..--'/ 

are unable to megotia te for 
···-' 

political settlement in Europe that Would 

offer hope f ~ 
- /<'? < .<..-<. IP 

c create - politically st~ble Europe . ~r Also toda~ ~ the so-

called China Lobby He are w1able to prep1.re the ground for a political 

settlement in the Far East . When Quemoy ctnd Matsu are under attack 

from the Chinese [viainland we declare that we are not going to yield to 

force . And during periods of quiet when these off shore islands are not 

pnder attack the jP-verprnent 1fa.s _i.t eas:Ye~ 1 yelldS to the China Lobby 

tnan (COmmon sense and common decency . Thus \~~arms race goes 

-1.. J -tJ. • lJ '~(, /---" -

on the status uo · frozen and.-.A:E.Is wsibla.tiOXl i~getting m<Jre and more 

explosive . 
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It is doubtful that the present rigidity of the United States 

foreign policy ~1 be maintained for more than one or two years _, after 
4-~ 

~l assume~ing \·vill give . ~ -
that something wi"il have to give and VJ 

,...; 

Even if we have general disarmament and ~political settlement this does 

not mean that the rivalry with the Soviet Union and the Peoples Republic 

of China on the one hand and the United States on the other aand will 

cease . Moreover, for better or for worse , a rivalry may a l s o develop 

between the Soviet Union and the Peoples Republic of China . 
1 

It is a 

foregone conclusion that we shall not have in the predictable future 

a world operating under a rule of law . As long as there are no generally 

accepted principles of international justice to which a reasoned appeal 

may be directed in court as ~ll as out of court , it would be impossible 

to maintain a rule of law even if such a rule were set up on paper . 

But _, even if we can ' t have justice prevail we may still attain a live -

able world provided the nations can rach a meeting of the minds on the 

means they will employ in pursuing their political objectives . If 

such a rule of conduct were formulated and made explicit by listing a 

sufficient number of hypothetical case histories there would be a fair 

chance that the great powers would abide by these rules p~G¥~d t 

~~- .. , 
that they ~e no..~i-ng~ursue unattainable political objectives 

- I 

-
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Su.ppose under some such rules of conduct the United States 

would be free to try to forestall a Co~mQnist revolution in Brazil by 

some such program as the current - Alliance for Progress or preferably 
I 

by some more effective version of ~ current programo But what if 

in spite of all economic aid and political advice and such undercover 

L 
operations as may :P€main pessible under th~ rules of conduct and with -

out any outside military help from either the Soviet Union or the 

Peoples Republic of Chin~there is a successful Communist revolution 
~ 

I 7 

in Brazil? w· l unoer some gener~~ly. -aeeeptable rules of conduct ~ the 

United States b~free to send in the Marines? Raising this question 
/ ~ / 

in form leaves little doubt as to what the answer would be . 

It is true ~ of course ~ that in a generally disarmed world ~ none of the 

countries located within the geographical proximity of the Soviet Union 

or America or the Peoples Republic of China would be likely to look for 

military protection to any distant country and would readjust their polices 

to the changed circum~ Aec-arctingly ~ the countries located in 

geographical proximity of America would be tacitly recognized as part 

of America ' s sphere of influence . But Brazil ~ ~etlPse ~ is not located 

within the geographical proximity of America~ and the Monroe Doctrine ~ 

at least the modern version of it ln a generally disarmed WOrldo 

(~ We cannot have our cake and eat it too and if we try we will 

come to griefo 



( 
Ever since the end of the war our policies have 

followed the line of least resistance. It was easier to 

drop the bomb on Hiroshima than to agree with our Allies 

on the peace terms to be offered to Japan€ and it is easier 

to keep on e~iltRg building long-range solid fuel rockets, 
~ PvlAAt-~~ 

the Minute en, as fast as sx~~~~duction facilities 
7 

~an!to devise an agreement . providing for arms 

control that Russia would be impelled to accept. If we 

continue to follow ~~ line of least resistance we shall 

before long reach a point of no return in an all o~t arms , 

~~ -~f we ~o}\t' .,_ t,d fu~low this ~·, peac~;t' .:0~- J,.J1;:f{~"" 
·~ t f. la~~~o~~ef.' ~e yJ/~/s /J;h.e pr~ ent Administration 

~·~,;;-) , f I '!-'-.[.. .L .,/. J. ' /' J'-, ::"- 4f 
has enlisted the services of .-an eKeE¥Qtionally large numbe:t:- 0 

/ f ......, ~ 

y ~£able ?'d-int;eJ.li~ent' men/~7i{ ~~~ ~-.;-o--~-·-t_ha_ t America 

cannot be made secure by keeping ahead in the arms race. 

There are those among them who are on the ~ide _ of the angels 
• T. -<.'' - ... \,. -

and who would be willing to give up ~/temporary advantages 
1 r 

~ ,. •, - -
which we may hold over the / Russianjlfor the sake of -~btain~~~ . 

an agreement that would st;op the arms race. _ G.the: ·m- · 
l~~ke.._anha~t-t.oo · - ~~ould like\to 

hol on to wqa ver adva , tage we may ave , at e ~res 
to th last poss would als •like to put 

an end the arms 
I , 

a~e.1 here 
I 

/, ( 

trtd 

/ I I 

L· t-v L. ..,• .~ il'-' vvv~'"" t-1.- v 

it ( .. ,,:. /,{ /?t,--

/ij ',., .,., ~ /. ";/ ~ 

now. 

/ 

/.. . < 



able people within the Administration 
• . {, /.. L .__ ~ - - t. 

have a clear enough insight into what ~~ ~ake to-
:~ '/- , v<.( /:.- H - I YL- L 1 /tt 

... s-otve- t-he-p~oble wi:-eh-whi.ch...we a f~ear w~t-"'-~1 ·_, ~ 
t .. · · I .· i 

e -~s-ope.n~ keep.pn following the -r~ads-
' 1 i. ~ )f '• • l /¥{..~ b -
~. Only i/ Congress ·:ad~-an; R.-tttude tfiat W:tt£ tz~ ::--,. 

"'· ·~~ ' ~y -- / 

encourage/ the Administration to ~~( a truly co~~:~~tive 

approach to the problem with which we are fac

7
ed sha~f we 

be able to get off the road to war. /; 

' , _ __.._ n-;:, /~~< _, 
/ 

( ) yuh •· / 

I - L .. o c, , 
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,Many ~e peovle inside the Administration have 

which we are 

line of least 

Only if Congress adopts 

an istration to adopt a 
, I • J £l ' , ' ·' 

bold constructiv approach to the problem we face, ~hkL~we 
,?/ I ,4 / ;~ 

,9el ~ · get off the present road that leads to war. 

Is it possible to bring about such a change in Congres-

sional attitudes? The people who are able to ~nderstand what ' :r·~;-';. ;a. , { I . ,. ; ,-, -~.--- .. . 
L ~o- • , -c,• tt would take to get off the road to war .-do-tllOt control....a 1 -

_ l -ri' t-..: 1 

majority of the vo~~s. But if a minority of 20,000 <having----
'v.\ ,. t} r;.'v !J (} a ,~ 
~l ' ~ an income of about ~~~O~e-abte to unite on a set of 

t J \ --{!_ 

political objectives and we-re':r;;w41Hrtg to spend one or two 
.Y ..( /~ ,,. , t... ,.,. (( -

percent of their income on campaign contributions to Congressional 
/ ~~ •>/ 1 .- v~u~") '- l i! ~-~" / L , cand~~at~t~jmight veq peae-ibl:~ bring about --a very marked- /' .. / 

- , I . /- c "'· ~/ ~~ t ,.. _..,. 

change ¥n LC8~g1:es i~ntl~~~tfi u{e • Their contributions would 

amount to about $4 million a year and this amount, if wisely 

spent, could have a profound influence both on the composition 

and the attitude of Congress. 
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If you are willing to spend one or two persent of your 

income on campaign contributions to Congressional candidates, 

we stand ready to advise you where your contributions should 

go in order /!~ ~f~~~ ~~~ut /-~~n~-~e~.~~~-t~~(,~2~./2n ~~~~f~~s.-~~on~:-~ 
attitudes. }:'n the last elect ions Q);;l:r:- Board o£ D:i.rect:u:rs, ,. , 

., ----rr. ... .- .L-.' ·1 t. v· 
"' - -~-=--l-_:,;·~:... . \ .. ·(.. · \, ~ ;:r-., 1•£ ~pl., v ,..--::._ __., 

st~ta-91-i-she-d i--n=-dune of l:ast yea~, recommended to ~ample 

of our supporters to make out their check to a Senatorial 

candidate who was running in one of the small midwestern states. 

WaxxREetxesxx In response to this recommendation, we received 

for transmittal checks totalling over $20,000 and he was 

elected with a margin of a few hundred votes. He is the first 

Democratic Senator elected in his state in the last 26 years. 
,_ - - --- -----------
\...___ In 1964 we hope to ~r , ~strumental 

;:I' [,• fl.~:.. -
manner in the election ofFsl:X-senators. 

in much the same 

I 
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In addition to supporting for reelection in 1964 

good men who are now serving in the Senate, we shall seek 

to find good men who could get elected to the Senate if 

they were to receive the nomination of their part~.! ;MlF -r 
I ~ - . J-:': j/. _, 
~~ng to persuade ~ to seek the nomination KKa· 

(. C:: 
t-he4:T>party and we prepese te help them get ~e'4i0minatien. 

/ 

The selection of the candidates Feeemmended~ ~--/ ~ 

~t~ ~ suppor/ rests with our Board of Directors which includes 

"' \ scientists, political scientists, and also men well versed 

in practical politics. William Doering, Director of the 

Science Division of Yale Universtty, and Leo Szilard, Professor 

of Biophysics at t~;iversity of Chicago, are co-chairmen 

of the Board which includes Morton Grodzins, Professor of I 

Political Science at the University of Chicago, and James 

G. Patton, President of the Farmers Union. 
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The support of Congressional candidates is only 

one among several of our activities. Our operations in 

Washington, D. c. are aimed at bringing about a consensus 

on what needs to be done among like-minded people within the 

Administration and the Congress who are deeply concerned 
p 

about the drift towards war. 4 If you think you might be 

impelled to join those who are helping the Council attain 

its objectivesf please let us have your name and address/ 

so that we may send you the information that you~~eed , 
tltOl ~'l:rr in order to arrive at a decision. 



According to a study carried out for the Institute of Defense 

Analysis (described in Hearings on the Biological and Environmental 

Effects of Nuclear War before the Special Subcommittee on Atomic 

Energy, 86th Congress, 1st_ session, June 19~9 PP• 859-881) the 
casualties from a 2,000 megaton attack are expected to be 6~ 
in an untrained population and 38% in a trained population with 

tix months to build shelters. A larger attack (20,000 megatons) 

would result in 8~ casualties for a sheltered population, 98% 
for an unsheltered population. This study assumed a weapons 
delivery error of 100 miles, and considered deaths due to fa llout 

occurring up to 60 days after an attack proportional to population 

density. 

Another study (for the Offi ce of Civi l Defense and Mobilization 

mentioned in the Bulletin of Atomic Scienti sts, October 1961, 

pg. 347} estimates 6§% of our population dyi ng in a 23, 000 megaton 

attack if existing shelter facilities are mapped and mar ked . 
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In response to my letter of November 15 the head of the Russian Mission to the 
United Nations in Geneva, N. J. Moliakov, conveyed to me, a few days later, the 
Chairman's invitation to come and see him in Moscow and it was thereupon arranged 
that I would fly, with my wife, to Moscow on November 26. 

Two days before that date I received a telephone call from a friend in Washing
ton; from what he told me I gathered that during my absence from Washington some 
misunderstandings have arisen there concerning the nature and objectives of the 
project, which would have to be cleared up before we could proceed to implement 
the project. 

Thereupon I cancelled my fligrt to Moscow and explained to Chairman Khrushchev 
what had happened. I lPft it up to him whether he preferred that I come to Moscow 
before I returned to Washington or whether he preferred that I straighten out matters 
in Washington first. 

Khrushchev's reply reached me in the form of a telephone message, brought to me 
by Moliakov. He said that Chairman Khrushchev thought that I would know best 
whether in the circumstances I would want to go to Moscow or whether I would rather 
go back to Washington and straighten out matters there first. The Chairman felt 
that perhaps it would be better for me to go first to Washington but that it was 
up to me to make this decision. 

I told Moliakov that in the circumstances I would propose to return to Washing
ton and communicate with the Chairman at some later date through Ambassador Dobrynin. 
Moliakov stressed that I was free to change my mind, my visa was valid for another 
two weeks and if I proceeded to go to Moscow the Chairman would see me. 

I did not go to Moscow, but returned to Washington. Since this is a private, 
non-governmental, project we would want to involve the U.S. Government as little 
as possible. The success of the project demands, however, that the Government smile 
on it, rather than frown on it, and we need to make sure that the project is fully 
understood and appreciated by the Government. 

Upon my return to Washington I was able to clear up the misunderstandings which 
had arisen during my absence. In order to eliminate any ambiguities that might 
remain I am now trying to formulate the text of the "instructions" under which the 
American and the Russian participants of the project would operate. Because of the 
need to consult with others there might be a short delay before the final text may 
be drafted. Thereafter it should not take too long to learn whether we can count on 
the Government to smile on the project. 

When we have the green light in Washington I might then have to go to Moscow, 
but not until we have the names of the Americans who would participate in the project. 

The End. 
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In view of the urgency of a o.ecision,, an~:umilttt- tha.tr the governmen't.al r--. 

committee will advise you upon enquiry in fa.vor "Of t.c.king &cLioo. ~n t.his ma~te:,, 

I shoulo. greatly appreciate conferring vnth you ~n t.he course of next week at 
Lv--.. - ~ 

} ,. 
your convenience, and will halo. myself in reao.iness to co~e for~,lth f~ , ., 

'2;., The necessity for creating a boar·o. of trustees that. w! ula ser~s 'an m-/r '·' • 
termediary bet.~een the governmental group and the scientists engagea i n this work , ~ 

and in particular the ques"LlOn of making ave:dlable governmental funds to some 

Euch non-profit o1·ganization as may have to be set up, might make it desirable 

/ bring one of your legal aides into the circle of discussion, along with Gen

eral ~atson, serving as a liaison for the representatives of the Service Depart-

ments and the Bureau of Standards. 



Novick and I have two roams of 1, 050 square feet in toto, and 

adjoining a 37 degree room of 200 square feet, and a room for dish washing 

and preparation of media of 125 square feet . In addition I have an office 

whereas Novick's office is a desk in one of the l abs . Not all the space of 

the 37 degrees room will be needed by us, but onlY about two-thirds of the space, 

according to present computations . We shall at first work with two technicians 

and one full- time "dish washer. " Later on we might perhaps have only one 

teclLnicia_n; on the other hand, l ater on we might have two or three graduate 

or post-graduate students work in our lab. 



There still must be many members sitting in Congress who 

believe that a ma n who works, even though he spends a.ll that he er1.rns, 

takes away another man's job and, therefore, promotes unemployment. 

This ma.y then explain why under the existing provisions of social 

security a man is cut off from socia l security in any month in which 

he earns more than $80 (income other than earned income does not inter

fere with his social security benefits). Clearly this provision is 

against the public interest and in times of labor shortage its absurdity 

is particularly evident. 

A very large fraction of our voting population is above 

65 years, and most of them enjoy the benefits of socia l security. If 

Congress is going to try their patience much longer, sooner or l a ter 

someone will come a long and organize them as a pressure group. Once 

that happens, there is no telling where they will stop for their 

voting power will be such that they will be able to force Congress 

to legislate in their favor and pass both laws which are ~~reasonable 

and laws which are unreasonable. 

Let this be a fair warning to my friends in Congress 

that unless they do something quickly and that if this unreasonable 

provision of the social security law is still in force by the time tha. t 

I retire and begin to draw social security, I may move to Washington 

as a lobbyist for the aged, and then woe to those who fail to listen 

to the voice of reason. 
and 

so that when I retire X/cannot have any gainful occupation without 

losing my social security benefits, I may move to Washington, regis
and 

ter as a lobbyist for the aged,/then, woe to those who would not 

listen to the voice of reason. 
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I have never been able to see how the issue 

the testing of ttPD bom~Ctt.A.ld have an important bearing on the 

issue raised by the ~xistence 

have never 

various Pugwash meetings where 

for discussion among the Russian and American participants, 

botb during the official session/and\more 1mportantly1 ip pr.i~atE: ·' 

conve;s~tions .lift the first Pugwash meeting I ~~:~-~;~ 
;'~~~fi~~ifi~::"~Rell:ld~Rg;){atement issued by the conference because 

I, J; ;(•.~~'" , 

it said, the conclusion of an international agreement provid~ 
.,._~ ""' ,(, . g--.-

for the stopping of testing of the bomb Y16uJcf be a good first __ 

' 
ft ' ' f' \ t'\,:1 (V\... ,/}}····· t/ ' ()/bl .. s): l :.r 

J'. 

\ 
\ 

j \ 
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In the followi 80% ng we shall asstune t hat Mr. Smith is in the/income tax 

bracket, that the yearly d" "d d . )I' I · 4.4 ~ti 1Vl en a1d by a millioR e rth of t k 
Am: is ab<>ut $50,000, i,e, 5" 

0 
r~~ <-1 . ~~~r;Jb /1> 1~~ : -4- 11( . ,., ::i market pnc ' and that fir; the -~~ ~University~· .. '~ k ~rhat -r,he dividend over 

the next 5 ears wi . .._ I U , y 11 be 1n votoTin excess of ~200 000 . tha . ./ ·;? ' ' 1 •e• t 1t will ~ 
than 2%~ ~ ~~ , _ ;6e~&~ 

fuL-,/~""1-
l '7) !)----~ --
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Assuming that Mr. Smith exercises t)le option for a loan> ,the ~-eed ~ 
f_,l_,._ V'l/i'-U 1/..A'--;.,J._ .l~.-.·<1[---~:. v</ [{,;"'' /fr'•l/-- ~ ~ h..- '-f ,,-;_--l?~t 

shapes up for him as follows: file will pay in interest a total of $250,000 ' '•~-...., ·~/ 

over the 5 year period, and since he is in the 80% income tax bracket this 7r< 
.-A -') -?.-<-:'-/' {.{ -..:J ,., ' ,•, '·/ ,, . , _ -~ 

will actua~~ cost him a Jtotal of $50,000. If the stock deee-noi~ up~~ ~ 
(L•1 /.f.-..:.. 1)'-'Jt.. .tj /z-~- ~~~i.~·· JC-,,..,. ;.J -=--~-1-(1 { -~ -'lL ~ (..,\?{_ 

price ~~f, he •vill make a capital gain of $175,000. ( If /--t..'P<-a.i 

the stock goes dawn in value, Mr. Smith will not lose unless the price of the ~-~: 
stock falls from ,a mi--llion dollars below ~§25,000. a,......;( /: X ·t-~~ j/~..c ... t~C:" ' 

-.,vt+/ .( t/.C. ~-- - // '7- tl/l ;f.-{, v_ lj. . -. ; ;-·-~·., ..:._ ,_, ~· ~ u t,.t·~~ r l ...._ .;;. A ~/,;~ 
From the point of view· of the University, the deal shapes up as follow·s: 

If the stock continues to pay a dividend of $50,000 per year over a 5 year 

period and if the University re-invests the dividends in the same stock, the 

University will make on the deal--if the price of the stock at the end of 

the 5 year period has neither risen nor fallen--$200,000. If the dividends 

average less than 5% and if the value of the stock falls, the gain of the 

University will be less. However, the University cannot lose on this deal 

unless the average dividend over the 5 year period falls below 2%. All this 

is meant in comparison with the case where the University does not make the 

deal with Mr. Smith but keeps holding one-lmlf million dollars worth of 

stock A in its portfolio. It seems to me that a deal of this type is 

advantageous both for the University and for Mr. Smith. The question remains 

whether the treasury might object, but this is a point about which Mr. Smith's 

legal advisers ought to worry more than the University. 



E rly ~ ini ti" t_ vc in a. tte pt 

to nd er co., i'n ·la .d, r ra ce, and Do rr:n:r:: 

to 'Hithhold f:r>orn nblic tton all u pers rcla:t1np; to .. to!rJ. c ererp;y . 

His o n p~pnr on the ossibil ty of m intnininp· chaln r(-'> ct'ion 

.... n syst m co nsed of ra b te nd uran> m was t 10 r:rst one 

but t took ontha 'Jf ''trd wor' to ol'.cit.r such"' request . •'.L tor 

·h m.r D!'. Sztla rd w s ore of tho few :1.1.0 counci led ' :-a inst the 

publ ca.t.ion of the S yth -'~y·o:'t , boca•H3e i.1o thot.q;ht t detri! ent l 

to t n ti on 1 secu r.1. ty. 
r 

Toa y he · s no lqss concerned n. bout tht ~ re •lie,.,..,e~t.s of 

securi t ', b 1t the fort~al ay in \-:l:i ch these r0quirements are fr -

qu ntl y handled in utter di sreg rd f eom!'1onse:1se offends hl s ens 

o.r prop rtions . Two years a-o, lew te""' ~at.tr on thts snbject 

f r s .w s .ent wi .... h no thou ht of ublication; following 

the rev :Cr . Op~ ... nhei 'or's clea:nnce, nm-rever, he !tiade t he 

manusc:cl pt 1 ble to the 



I 
We are now rapidly approaching a state of a-/lairs when scientists will say to 

each other "Some of my best friends are security risks." 

What valid argument is there for revoking Oopenheimer 1s clearance in this 

.td (~/ 
(t'!le ft'tt!l\!5£ tas se:ieftrfliets who talked to me the last few weeks about 

_pen e~~e admit that possibilitY.j~ut ~x if there we~really some 

-x:!:n( ~ 
ground for suspicion Oppenhtmer knowing what he ~~wouldn't ,. 1 _ 

- --- A-e._ -~ ?--~?~ t 
arrestin} him and s oti g him w· hout trial-~lf&~~:tr~~~d:Mue 

the(~ 
be/only ~course of action f~ m the poi'1t of view of "National Security." ; 

~ 

Classing Oppenheimer as a Security Risk and subjecting him to formal hearing 

I - ,.,,.,~ ' 
. .vc ..o:;i;8 regarded by scientists in this country as an indignity and an affro11t to a1I,6 

, -.s'<L ~ 
lt~arded by our frie_p.ds abroad as a sign of insanity -- .tlich it probably 

is .h (~rJ~~~ ;:;_ )< 
t~v•1u p_ '•. ' ,--' #/ ~ fbvl- I /"' (I . ( / &0 /k 
f);vtM -~ .r"' t -tMA ~ 

a/M)f0A-w-~~ 
I / /M,/ ~ / -- ~-u)o,_ /pi 
~~- \ .c a,A- ~r- • 

~/)'? t ~- ~-/- ";/ ~ 
j/J /}/lt1Vi( p/} 

~- A ;A~ .'-1.-e.-
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but 

\jne 

18. 

~/L~~ 
\,i:Q~.e.J.~wl y----w-e-ml gh t il 'lJZIL::abt eo e e ~ f o o l1ng others 

would~ave succeeded in fooling ou;selves?? PerhatHP 

majority of the voters ~bo determine +bQ e~teeme o 

ei:eeti: 1 s.rui te whom that efot e-'tlie Administratton is ;pesponsiJr..e_ 

~ ~ A 
might~ een- fooled. But what about the spiritual minority /£~~ ( 

( 

~ might not determine the outcome of(ihe •ic%imxs elections 
I J • ..- .._..,. -

but might well determine th~ fate ;f ~he nation? ~here is 

in America, as there is in every country, ~rity, 
<. 5% 

0:££-"t.._..~_/ 
~ 

--
IDut of their ranks come those who perform the unassigned tasks. 

They alone speak for ~~posterity which is not represented in 

7 ~' : z;:: : t':::; ; ~~ r/~ •t, 
1

t 

Congress. They alone 9.oi +.i J;\i~ e a ; Y=he al psnes a ilL_ 

~~ true national goals. They alone give moral considerations 

the weight they deserve~~~~d *ar~e their a 

~~ 1 rvv-i {/ ~ ~ Y'iL ~tf~ 
~ J' by a religious attitude ~n the broad sense of 

~v ( . i. / .., 

the term. 

< ;. 

(_ t. 

( ) " 
tl/ 

~7 
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In order different 

of control experiments were made. 

for we were not able to obtain 

number of obtained on 

the suspension ~allowed time for absorption , 
o .-rfilu ~ ~ 1'trL-

~incubated~it lysis. 

We ound that if repe ~ed o , under conditioaS 

~ allow 

our experiment but 

the phenomenon is lr/J.t produced by ~~:e.:sx~~ T2 and T4 particles 

which might stick together and might jointly enter bacteria of the Bj? 

variety. This possibility we excluded by means of the ~~ 
fmllowing expe~r~ 

~ 
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All !!len cL .. ::..sed -~ s s c ientists or e1 g ineers ,,uulc. be invi teo to 
. , 

spend ea.ch yec...r f.ou .. eercs ' ' cc...tloJ.1, 01 s i x \,ee· s if you -: . .:. ... r-~ , 

abroc..d "i th their f <.i;_ ilies a.;:; e;ue~ t._, of the U1.i teci c. tion.:> Orga..11iza tion. 

The fussian gove r nment v.oul<.. be expecteu. to tc;.ke .:3imilar c..ction 

.itb resc-cct to it- ov.n _cientists <ill- engineers . 

Tle""e V<...c::....ti ~·ns a.bro~a.;oulL give ru;. Oi:JPOI·tunity to c:..::..l those vLo 

Y·i~h to report s2 cret violatior s to ...,ecure iL'lmunity by t>tc.....;L L u.broad 

ra.ther tha. r e t urning home af'ter hu.ving ueliver u. t heir re 1Jort . 

r. ~ Clea r ly , the vast ajc.ri t;>' 0f America ... :::>Cienti sts c.no engineers 

l ~culd re3punc to uch are UE:'St b) the Pre.:::Laent of the United. :Str.tes, 

.::..nd \tould not hesitt.te to report any illicit activity . 

~!i.y iillO\ l_c.ge of· the Ru .. :sians is 1·ar less co . .1~lete--bu+ e v e11 if 

only a.., all percentage , 3i:Y 10 p r cent, of them 1 ~ on~ ... ea.~Mhe 
i.m,_,_ric ans \,ould res.!"'ond, the \.oulu. represent a fc.r more relic.ble 

s ur ce of informa. tion. t L&J the boo.y of fore :i.gn in ::: J!to C t ors v. bo.je 

activitie~ tte V10UlU SU_f),e)lG::nent . 

0ecre t viol~.ticns of the ag r eement 'i.oulO. in these ci cu.., ., t an ces 

be ris!cy undertan:in : s incieed . 

If time permi tea " e CLUla ex·nine to ~h~ ~ extent ~e could 

remove any incentive which :u ~ sic.. or the U li ted ;:;tc..tes might have 

to\- ards invokinb their l eg&.l right ana a'Lrogc.. te .::.uch an agreement 

af t e r it hi..J.d been in O)t:ration fo r a number of years . 

e cannot go into these it..lestiuns t onight . 

~ An arr ange.nent of tris sort c o.n , of c our e not r-ule out the 

possibility of .ar , a.n.d in c ase of v.c..r, soone r or lc. ter , a tcu1ic 

bombs wo ld o ro ~ from the skies . 

Yet under ~uch an r,rrungemen t v.ar v.oul brec...a: out onl:; if o e 

of the po. rtie s act - lly o eciG.ed. to ::. t.:...rt arl c: .. rm.:> 1 rc..ce u1a ri~n: " a..r • 

It v _,ul give '..lt: a res i te which 1 oul be \. or t ln .. ile t o have 

provid e ~ e Y..no ~ hm. to m::~.,(e uue of it fo r builuing a iJ r~~nent .t-'eac e . 

\ 
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extent of tha t information which, in fact, was public know-

ledge to the scientis t s of t he world , i s the l imi t of t he Smyth report 

which you have heard so much about. In other words, nothing in t hat 

report discloses any secrets to the world. 

We had the courage, and I think the wisdom, to publish the Smyth 

Report with a great deal of the fundamenta l information in it, which 

was certainly a gesture, it was certainly an indica tion tha t we wi shed 

to proceed do ~n t he path of free interchange of bas ic scientific 

information. 

[ 1 ·-

-----..._ 
~ 

u IJA-' ( '! ( ~ 

~z~" 



Ur .. Szilard raised a question about the operation of the 4 E 

contract on inventions and patents. Both the President rul{l the Chancel

lor said that the revision of 4 E would not affect the policy of the 

University with respect to patents. 

Mr. Szilard raised the <uiestion whether restricting the appoint

ment of assistant professors to t o years under Paragraph 2a of the 

Committee's recommendation was advisable since two years may be t oo 

short a period to permit an assistant professor to prove his worth 

and whether it wouldn't be better to permit the a?pointmcnt of assistant 

professors under Paragraph 2a up to four years. .!r. Zachariasen pointed 

out that this would L~ply a total of nine years probation and the 

Committee report had stressed the need for decreasing the probationary 

period . Ur. Szilard then moved to amend the recommendation of the 

Comi ttoo under 2a to permit the appointment of an assistant professor 

in the first instance for a tenn not less than two and not more than 

four years and an appointment for a .further term with the proviso that 

the two terms together shall not exceed seven years. The 1:10tion to 

amend was lost for want of a second. llr. Szilard asked why associate 

professors who have tenure shall not be automatically promoted to 

professors when the ne11 provision goes into effect which eliminates 

the rank o! associate professor for nmY appoinbents with tenure . 

Yr. hard explained that the Sub-cormd.ttee had debated this point and 

decided against it on the ground that there had already been too much 

blurring in the raded steps preceding ti2c associate professorship. 
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and Professor Albert E.ins tein of r'ruc e t on that l>r. SL.J.la.rd rau advised a 

method for maintaining a chain re&ction in a system composed of uranium 

and carbon, and that the energy liberated in such a. sy stem could be 

effectively used for producing power. A conservative estimate shows that 

one can expect one ton of uranium t.0 supply as much power as 5,000 tons 

of oil aJXi,in the circumstances, uranium might be used as a fuel reserve 

in warships of the larger t ypes. I understand that there is at present a 

50-60 chance that tlll.s chain reaction could also be maintained UDder con-

ditiona in which one ton of uraniwa llight supply as much power as would 

correspoJXi to the burn~ of one million tons o 1· oil. If this favorable 

alternative can be realized, t hen the larger naval units built according 

to the present naval program would nave to be considered obsolete in tne 

near future. 

In order to te ~t t nc. method propos db., Dr. SL.ilard, an expc. ri-

11ent using 100-200 tons of gra.phi t e a nd 10-30 tons of uranium metal "ould 

have to be carried out. Sucn a exp er imt:::nt maJ involve expenses YWhl. ch 

ultiaately may aggregate half a million dullars, ~ nd in Uctober of last 

year I made an appeal to t he Lov 81 nm ent for its moral or material aid 

in carrying out this project. In r e spo nse to a letter received from 

Professor - instein the President appointed a committee, with vr. Lriggs 

as chairman, and l submitted the matter to Lis committee jointly with 
) ....,__; 

Dr. Szilard, Prcfe&&Q» Is~. ~igner of Princeton University and Ur. E. 

Teller of George i\aahington Universit-y, 'llasnington, D. C. We emphasized 

the urgency of deciding the question whet her a chain reaction could be 

aade to work with ordinary unseparat.ed tJFanium, so that in case of a 
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tavorable rei!Allt, stepa aight be taken to secure an adequate aupply of rich 

urmiua ore fro a the .Belgian '-o~ o. J.t waa alao pointed out that Dr. 

,szilard had discussed the matter extensively with rrofeaaor E. terai and 

Dean G. B. Pegraa of Coluabi.a University, that their collaboration could 

be count t:.d upon, and that certain preliainary experilllents were bei~ pre-

pared at Columbia. 

The uov ernment representatives expressed their interest and their 

desire to help at this meeting, and various Government departments represented 

on the comaittee proaised. mat-erial aid towards the preli•inary experiaents 

(w ich have since been carried out to t heir coapletion at Columbia with a 

definitely encouraging r esult. 1 favorable report was sent to the Pre-

aid ent ill October • 

A nuaber of meetings, with constantly varying membership, have 

taken place between Ucto ber of last yeax and July this year, at which the 
. 

~overnaent representatives showed a steadily increasing . desire that the 

proposed project be carried out with Government funds rather than pri~te 

funds. The representatives of Columbia University - Dr. termi, ..Uean Pegraa 

and Professor H. G. Urey - played an increasingly prollinent part in these 

conf er ences, as well as Admiral Bowen of t he .&'laval ~esearch .wa.boratory . 

The opinions of scientists from otner univer <· i Li es , bUCn as Dr. 13'reit of 

the Univ ersity 0 1 " isconsin and D1·. t·it,ner, ''er e neard and were f avora ble . 

A cons e nsus of opinio n develop"'d t o Lllc el'lto.!C:t t .tb. ~ a f nd of 140 , 000 , if 

it could bE: spent fr e::ely with no s'Lrlng.., or 1ed tape a t- ta t.. 1ec.. , lll lg ht be 

suff icient to bring the project to a · tag6 at wr ic 1 t e ~~imate s cce s s 

o ' t he wnole ente r prJ."e could bt- c nsid,~ red a· e stablisht:d as beyorxi doubt. 

In spi te ot ~ne f avorabl e opinion a.no manifest d~sir c to oelp 



-
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of all those con:: er~d, the project ha s failed to make &ry neadway s~nce 

its introduction last Uctober. l t ha s becoae known durint; thi s p t riod t hat 

work on uranium i proceed i ng in .. ermany in great secrecy and on a very large 

scale in two o t th' Kais er llililhela lns ti tutes und e r .the auspices of t he ~r-

aan GoTernment. The increa si ng degr ee o t' in ter es t snown by the U<>vernment 

repre s entatiTe s in t hi s count r y ba s so f ur only resulted in dissuading Dr. 

Ferlli. arxi Dr. S zilard from seeking assis tance from private sources am in 

establi s hing a constantly c nanging sy st em of committees, none of which 

s e eas to possess aay clearly defined authority. 

The pre s en t state o f a ffairs in t hi . respect is as follows: Drs. 

Ferai 1 Szilard, ~ ign rand ieller are now suppo s ed to act as unofficial 

advisors to six other scientis ts who fora an offi cial scientific advisory 

coma:ittee to t.he special advisvr y co mmittee neaded b, Dr. Brigg · . This 

latter committee i suppo ed to be a s u -~ommittee of Vr. Lusn ' . advi ory 

committee. I urrlerstand that Dr. Eush 1 · coamu t t ee as no w dec ided to 

appropriate 40,000 t or the pro posed proj ect, 1f and wnen it will have 

funds at its disposal, ana is al s o recommendin~ t hat tlOO,OOO worth of 

aaterial. be purchased 1..nrough s ome purchasing agency of the uovernment for 

the requirements o t he project. I unders tand tnat Lr. Bush's committee 

has no funds at present at its disposal. It decision to provide the 

ll&terial required through a Government purchasing agency was made without 

having heard ei.ther Dr. Fermi or Dr. Szi.l.ard, and does not solve the 

problea, s iD::e t ne bulk of the materi.al requi.red cannot be bought but 

has to be procured by met hods other t han straight purchase. 
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Th ., task of e s ta blis hino a c hain reaction in uns eparated uranium 

under cond i tions in whi ch t~e energy liberated can be ef f iciently used for 

pow er production is of considera ble complexity. It cannot successfully be 

carried out unle f s tnoae wM are familiar with al.l it-s aspects and who are 

supposed to carr/ out the wo r k are f, iven the authority necessary to eff ectuate 

the task. It is therefore proposed that (1) a fund of 140,000 ehould be 

entrusted without restriction to a board of trustees comprie1ng Dr. Brigge, 

Dean Pegraa, Professor Urey and Mr. ~achs; (2) that the seat of the board 

be in New Iork Cit-7; (~) that Drs. Pegr8JI, Sachs, f E;rai t_nd Szilard should 

act as executives ; (4) that a board of scientists, - namely Drs. Pegram, 

Urey, Wigner, Tuve, Teller, Breit, Fermi and Szilard - supervise the work 

am coordimte the work conduc.ted at. uni..-ersi t..ies out side of New York. 

An esti~~ate of the cost for the measurement of nuclear values which will 

have to be carried out is ene:losed. This will lean $90,000 of the total 

of ;140,000 to be used for buyi.Dg. Jlaterials required for an exper~nt with 

lar&e quanti ties of .~~~&terial for the purpose of deciding the irstNe. Ff: The 
. . . I 

lar&est itea, ae far as a teri.als are concerned, is _an amount.· of 5-10 toa 
of urani.wn aetal.. It is not possible at present. to l::uy uraniua aetal in 

the required q\&llty and qu&Dtity. It is therefore proposed to approach 

two _ or three ftr.a with a fixed offer to bUy one ton ot uraa1aa aetal ot 

a 8pecified q\&llty at a price of aoout t5 per poUDd, am thereby to 1a-

duce these firws to carry out such experiaents as they fiad nece&IIU'J 1a 

order to be able to accept such an order or to be able to •te a ·bid ot 

their own. If the f iras find that they tuwe to chal'Ke a hl.gbar price; we 

110ul.d thea be free to place an order for a quanti.ty of 6-10 tona with 

the fira which makes toe lowest bid. 
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~1 tould seen tM in addition to tl e work wh ich is already being 

dOl] e by ~ number of :physicists wthin the field work cf the NDRC, SJ me-
/ 

thing could be accomplished by those vrho are not engage r~. in defense work. 

This eould be done by w ing an entirelydifferent approach in order to 

meet the f.P ecial :re eds which the si tu:tt ion requires . It is proposed to 

proceed in the following way. Physicists who are not engaged in defense 

work are umb 1 e to he!p, however tes(JU:reefur they might be, if they cbn~t 

have the basic information hich would enro le them to critize themselves 
I 

a.ny suggestion which they might be ind. ined to make. The first stEP would 

therefore be the compilation · of a book kidl. would contai.. n such information. -

To indicate the typ of info~ation which is required, we quote the follow-

ing steps J The speed of rubwarines on the surface and submerged, the 

the distance at which sub7!1arines cm be detected by S> und detectors, t -Le 

cruising range of submarines, the longest time up to which asubrnarine 

can stay away from its base from the point of view of necessary repairs , 

etc., etc. 

Such a lm ok 9:1 ould be m de availro le to any who express their willi'1lg

ness to have :it , and $:!. ould be studied carefully by them with utmost speed. 

Groups of those who read the book hould them meet regularly and discuss 

any ideas which might be put fornard by my member of the group. Such 

discussion might take place in canps at which the members of this organ-

ixation might ~ end a few weeks and experts from the army and the navy 

should attend to critize the tentative suggestions which are being p~ 

forward. 

Only after being ilC~uired the basic information and after h~ ing 

put forward a large number of tent~ ive suggestion m dhaving listened to 

the criticism of their suggestions will the average physicist he in the 

position to m~e suggestion s which have a chance of being really useful. 

Ifaphysicisb feels that he lias learned encu gh to be cb le to rely on his 

own knowlege he ~11 then be admitted to the advance d group and as a 



member of such a group he should be in a position of :passing CN er all 

suggestions "hich have been put forward in the past eto the army ad hich the 

army or navy or the NDRC has rejected. He should be also ~de acquainted 

with those suggestions which have hotnactualy been rejected but which are 

not pursued with vigour at rr esent. If any of the physicists in this ad

vanced group comes to the conclusion that he would be able to make a 

suggestion of any idea, his own or semebody else's, \Vhich is at present not 

pursued, he hould be given the facilities which he requires to work out him

self the methoda ~ ~f his choice. 
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I~ there is any hope left that war with Russia can be avoided, it lies L~ 

the election in 1948 of a President :li:: and Congress who are in a position to make 

an adequate attempt at a settlement with Russia. The isolationist senti_rnent v1hich 

is still strong in the Republican party and the Republican party's tendency 

toV~ard high tariffs and economic nationalism make it appear tu1likely that a 

President elected on the Republican ticket could successfully perf orm this task. 

The only remaining hope theref ore, seems to be to nominate a strong personality 

on the Democratic ticket who would make the i s sue of peace the cornerstone of 

his campaign, who would take a strong stand against appeasement and give qualified 

approval for the r eques t o~ the present administration for additional military 

appropriations, but would convince the people of his sincere desire for peace and 

thus would also obtain the support of Henry wallace for his candidacy. 

A very large number of people in this country are by now convinced that the 

policy of the present Administration will lead to vrar, and with the increasing 

awareness of just what that war 1.-.rould mean, there will be an increasing desire 

to see an adequate attempt at a settlement with Russia before t his country is 

irrevocably committed to war. A strong and sincere candidate nominated on the 

Democratic ticket, who runs on a peace platform, might therefore get the support 

of a majority on the basis of the follm..ring considerations: 

The successful attempt for reaching a settlement with Russia will have to 

repudiate Truman's policy and will have to start from scratch where we left off 

at the death of President Roosevelt. It will have to take the position that 

cooperat ion with Russia has not failed, rather it has never been :li::x really tried o 

A new approach to Russia will have to be based on strength and generosity . On 

the other hand the U.S. should not be willing to exercis·e generosity at other 

nations ' expenses . Generosity at uther people ' s expense is the very essence of ... 
appeasement and appeasement will not lead to peace . Nor will it be possible to 

" 
maintain peace if Czechoslovakia and other democratic countries are transformed 

into police states. 



In a new approach to Russia, we should bear in mind that peace can be 

established only if we create conditions under which Russia has a strong 

incentive for continued cooperation with us and the countries in western Europe. 

It should be possible to create such conditions within the framework of a large 

scale economic reconstruction of the whole of Europe,. American assistance to this 

reconstruction on a 20 years basis, re-establishment of trade relations between 

eastern and western Europe at an early date, the settlement of the problem of the 

international control of' atomic energy, not as an isolated issue but t.Ji thin the 

framework of general disarmament. 

The measures of inspection which must necessarily accompany any disarmament 

agreement will impose on Russia conditions which are difficult for her to a ccept, 

for as long as war between the U.S. and Russia is considered probable the iron 

curtain remains Russia1 s most important strategic defense. Inspection, being 

essential we cannot give in on this point; but we could make many concessions to 

Russia along the lines of general nisarmament which would alleviate Russia's fears 

of being attacked and make inspection acceptable to her. ) 
--~----------------------------------~ The strength of the U. S. does not lie in a large standing army or in weapons 

which may be stockpiled in peace time . 'fhe strength ~f the u:~iJ.l:r ~:t!f-~ 

production capacity which/ given ~nity of purpose, ~rat, in the 

long run, the U. S. would \-Jin -~jf ~~~ Kc..--~ 
If the new approach is based not on the assumption that Russia is a potential 

enemy, but that she is a potential friend, the approach will have a chance of 

success. 

Success is by no means certain of course. However sincerely and wholeheartedly 

the approach is made, we cannot be sure that it will succeed . If such a wholehearted 

approach fails, war will remain inevi table . It will be no less terrible than it 

would otherwise be; but it ~ought on our side by a country which is united , 

rather than by a country where a big section of our population opposes the war, 

and another big section supports it, but does so with a guilty conscience . 

The elections this fall will give the country an opportunity to make a new 



..... . 
approach to Russia with a chance of establishing peaceo In the meantime requests 

of the Truman administration for increased military appropriations ought not to be 
in 

opposed provided they lead in fact to an increase ~ our military strength. They 

ought not to be supported however, on the ground that military preparedness will 

help to avoid war ( which it will not), but rather on the ground that the present 

foreign policy J'TIU.st inevitably lead to 1.Jar, and that if \-le cannot avoid 1.,rar, we 

would want to v1in it rather t han to lose ito 

. .. 

! 
/ 
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not failed , rath er it has never been real ly tried. A new a pproach 

to Hussia will have to be based on strands and generosity and not on 

patience and fir mness. By generosity we do not mean a generosity 

at other nation's expense which is the very essence of appeasement 

and cannot lead to the establishment of peace. A new approach to 

Russia must be based on the conviction that peace can be established 

only if we create the conditions and on wh ich Russia has a strong 

incentive fo r continued cooperation with us,, and the countries in 

Western Europe . It should be possible to create such conditions 

within the framework of a large scale economic reconstructi on of the 

whole of Burppe, American assistance t o this reconstruction on a 20 

year basis, re-establishment of trade re l ations between eastern and 

western Lurope at an early date, the settlement of the problem of 

the international control of atomic energy, not as an isolated issue 

but within the framework of general disarmament. 

The measures of inspection which must necessarily accompany 

any disarmament agreement will impose on Russia conditions wh ich are 

difficult for her to accept, for as long as war between the u.s. 
and Russia is considered probable the iron curtain remains Russia's 

most important strateg ic defense . I ns pect i on, bei ng essential we 

cannot give in on this point; but we could make many concessions to 

Russia along the lines of general disarmament wh ich would alleviate 

Russia's fears o~ being attacked and make inspection acceptable to 

her. 

The strands and security of the U.S. does not rest on a 

large standing army or on weapons wh ich may be stockpiled in time 

of peace. The strands and security of the U.S. lies in her war poten

tial which given a unity of purpose, offers reasonable assurance that 

in case of war the u.s. would not be the loser. 
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If there is any hope left that war with Russia can be avoided 

it lies in the election in 1948 of a president and congress who are 

in a position to make an adequate attempt at a settlement with 

Russia. Nothing less than the establishment of peace will serve our 

purpose. The establishment of a mere truce would be of doubtful value. 

The isolationist sentiment which is still strong in the Re

publican Party, and the Republican Party's inclination toward high 

tariffs and economic nationalism, make it appear unlikely that ny 

President elected on the Republican Ticket could succeed in the task 

of establishing peace. The only remaining hope, therefore, seems to 

lie in the election on the Democratic ticket, of someone who would 

1!1A I I between the u.s. and Russia,lthere 

\~~ 
theynature 

t~ 

an increasing 

desire on the part of the general public to see an 

at a settlement with Russiap before this is irrevocably com-
.. ;I 

mitted to war, and it might be that the majorit 

to the following considerations: 

The polich which has been followed by the Truman administration 

at Po tsdam, and since Potsdam, cannot lead to peace, and because it 

cannot lead to peace it will lead to war. If the Russians resist 

our demands, or become aggressive, war may start at an early date. 

If they yield to our tough attitude on a number of :brt te-rrltorial 

issues, war will still come, but it will come later and it will be 

no less disastrous if it is delayed. If we wish to establish peace 

rather than a truce, we will have to start from scratch KBXBXK where 

we left off at the death of Roosevelt.aBa ~iPAa~a &ViR aemew~wQP~ 
~ -

We ~~l~~ave to take the position that cooperation with Russia has -
n 
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The question of controlling atomic energy on the domestic and 

on the international scale represents a problem to which there is no single 

central answer, but we can begin by ruling out proposals which have been 

made and whcih certainly represent no solution and by doing so we can 

narrow down the area of useful discussion. The Associated Press reports 

under Tokyo headline on November 24th the following: 

"American troops wielding sledges, crowbars and cutting 
torches began today the destruction of five cyclotrons 
through which Japan worked on the secrets of atomic 
power. 

"By order of General MacArthur, occupation forces started 
at 10 a. m. (8 P• m. Friday, EST) to wreck a 200-ton 
American-made cyclotron and a smaller model in the 
Nishina Laboratory in Tokyo; etc. 

"The small machines from Osaka and Kyoto were being dis
mantled for removal to a clearing where they will be 
wrecked by explosives and the remnants dumped into the 
sea. The huge machine at the Nishina laboratory here 
was being cut into sections which will be loaded on 
barges and dumped in the pacific." 

I know of no clearer way to illustrate a method of control of atomic energy 

which is sure to fail than by giving you this quotation from the Associated 

Press report. The control of atomic energy on an international scale along 

the lines of the press report, a control which is based on a fight against 

scientific instruments by means of sledges and crowbars, does not appear 

to be a rational approach to our problem. This does not mean that you 

may not come to a conclusion to withhold temporarily technical information 

relating to the scientific and engineering details which concern the 

manufacture of platonium and other similar f. material, all of which 

concern the construction of bombs which can be made from these f. 

materials. You might even decide to wi~old certain basic scientific 
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>( Jeourity has ineontrOYertible evidenoe that his s a oase of mia• 

taken identity and that another n named Fred Kelly s 41! flut a COllll!W11st. 

Incidentally. the missing documents turne up todayJ they had been misfiled it ..... 
Unf'ortunateq, aeourity ia umrilliDg to recommend that the new 

regulation• be rw ked. They say it is irrelevant that Kelly !'~.as not 

been f'raJIIed and blaok:mfliled. The point is that undoubtedly he would ha'fe 

acted Juat the vray he had described 1 "C had he been in fact blaolo-.tle • His 

story reflects ~ the fears that actually baunte4. his mirul an clearly men who 

X'/1. have such lorge f'amil~ o~aiiny'§blac~iled thon those who have 

only one or two o hildren. 
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A 

Introduction 

I am writing to you and a number of other scientists,whose names 

you will find listed belm .. r,in o~ p:_op~s.e ,. -:;: .. : 4-:e m~ 

a suitable neutral country and §.So if it is po!!sible f or as to 

tr ~ ~ach a meeting of the minds on the problem that the existence of 

/ ~- . ~ ~sse 
the bo"tlb poses to ~ ltv- /}A/~ .,6 • 

The technical problems of X international control of atomic energy 

should not ee the main topic of our meeting, "th ol!l~l!"l;& b oeii -a : tr 

and the ±.!I- other nations it ..,.rould take to make the elimi-

nation of bombs as instruments of war acceptable to these nations. 

It required originality, imagination, resourcefulness an~ hard 

work to create th~atomic bomb and it will require these v_ery saJ'le 

things to solve 

world. Yet the 

..so f a't amoDnteEi 

the political problem which the bomb poses to the 

~ --<-E-/~ 
am?unt of thffik~~ed ~o this problem~ 

/%) 

~ a very small fraction of the amount ,..g f theY~ 

which went into the creation of the bomb. 

• 
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Hans Morgenthau wrote in the Bulletin of Atomic cientists in 

May 19.50 the following lines:"I do not knovr whether a negotiated 

settlement Mith the Soviet Gnion is possible . I do know , however, 

that no such attempt at a negotiated settlement has been made; instead 

we have wasted our time with pole~ics over isolated secondary issues 

which must remain insoluble as long: as the 1:.:> <>Sic iRsues remain un-

settle. I also know that, in view of the present and foreseeable 

distribution of power betwe8n the United States and the ~oviet Union, 

th<> chcbice before the world is between negotiated settlement and war, 

/1 j 
that is, univArsal destruction. I finally Rnow that no nation can 

survive the ordea ' of a third world wa)/ if it can survive it at all, 

without beirw: c nvinced in its collee'tive conscience tha done 

everything anly possible to serve peace. these 

reasons at I deem it worth consider 

ly the possibility f a negotiated the Soviet 

Unio ." 

/~ ·~ ~,.,_1 ."? ~ 
~1an:y peopld !Jill g FeCF1'i t J • ltir:t bt"t;- nobody seems to know just what 

it is that we should negotiate for, just what kind of a settlement, 

in just what kind of a setting the problem ~Km with which we are 

faced be solved .)PA meetin~~~cientists is somewhat handicapped 

to cope with this ion 

of those vrho 
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The group of men to whom this letter is addressed are by and large 

addicted to the truth, to thinking the truth and stating the truth. 

If in discussing this issue with which we are faced, one of them 

says something the others need not ask ~nmxNk~±x~rRmi~KX for what 

purpose this is said, they only have to ask "Is he not mistaken?" 

If there is disagreement, they don't question eachother's motives 

and it doesn't take long for them to find out what the differences 

in the premises are that lead them to different conclusions. It is 

this inherPnt respect of these men for eachother and the common 

language which they speak which gives me hope that a Meeting of 

minds can be reached in such a group . 
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The following is the text of a personal letter 

which I intend to send in a short time to a n 1mber of American 

scientists who, because of their achievements, have the respect 

of the community of scientists far beyond the confines of the 

United States, and who, moreover, have shown in the past that 
. . 

they are willing to take action outside the narrow field of 

their profession, if this is demanded by public interest, I 

believe that these people form a balanced group Which is broadly 

representative of the thinking of scientists in America. 

I am taking the unusual course of publishing the text of 

' this letter before it is actually sent t~ thee~ peo~e because 
I 

I feel that il •~tki~xammmimx&mm~ these proposals should 

lead to action, the public OJ. ght to be informed from the very 

those to whom the letter will be sent may wish to know, before 

answering it, whether the proposals can command any public support, 

and the only way to find this out is to let the people know 

~nd let them have their say. 



/ his is a far the United States and 

Russia will find themselves if they reach a settlement. Such a settlement 
/)J~r-tt< 

would have to embrace many nations and once it is agreed upon i t/ could be 

enforced by collective action against most of the participating nations. ]~ 

not be thus enforced either against America or Russia. Clearly 

there are not enough nations of sufficient independence left in the world 

whose combined force ~~ b-e ~o coerce either Russia or America. 
~ ~ 

Neither of ~ ~untr~ can be coerced short of a world war of indefinite 

duration and uncertain outcome. 

~~ This being the case we must aSk ourselves what precisely would be the 

~ value of t-Jt0~\ having an agreement with Russia if the ,, 
agreement cannot be enforced. Cleary ~ an agreement 

I '~Y.~~-- ~~'-•~ ·-
them will remain in ~e only if it ~~oth Russia and America security 

L: •ot -~ . . - ,r-- - . 
and if it permits §to achieve and _ o maintain economic prosperity. 

,~ ~ · ~ :.. ~ , k ::. .. '- t.- -......-:-: ;--o e .... t- t'-') ~---""'"!""-~;-----;--:--.. 
~ill remain in ~e only ,]!~oth American and Russia rieve 1.t will achieve 

~ey_put their signatures to it but if they continue 
!-1 

.~elieve 

operation 

we think about a settlement in these terms then ve may as well assume that 

~greeme~ef both Russia and America may retain the 

legal right to abrogate the agreement (even though most other nations ~ 
ity" ., .. ~- ~~- j !72: 

are signatories to it ~t p ot retain • r j..gh t to abrogate it).(" ..... f /PJ'r1 .tu 

"itA.L /}-1..·.-tft. t"- ~ · ec~,,-r ~-?_..< 
make this assumption ~~-ie~du to keep in mind that the only force 

that can keep the agreement in operation is the desire of 

Russia that it shall 

in mind that eien if 
vt.+g-

is~ c ance that the 

the agrl'!emtn does all that 

agreement may be abrogated ., 
.fnr sqm: 1:::::n or ~ ~:f;!~?}fE~ .w~ ~~~ ~ 

~merican and 

to k~ep 

there 

ussia 

~ 

in advance in what ~~ 

abrogation. ill leave the United States from a point of view of 

to abrogate mieht 



, t 



provide a sat~ty valve 

agreemept all the details that will enter into its ~plementation. It w~ k ~ ~·.'1,1(./{. I. ..... {.. /) ...,_ ,./tr 
be quite difficUlt to devise a .fml~""te!11 of inspe~tion_ that otm h1stanoe 
~·.r 

will enabi~ the United States ~~be er a~in that there are no secret 
ltl -"""V~vv " t 

violations of the disarmament clauses of the agreement. On the other hand 

we may be sure that if Russia wants to convince the United States that there ,. ~ 

no secret violations, she will be able to make arrangements 

in each case of doubt that may co;e up tha~ will give America 

If America retains the right to abrogate, · ~i l .. .__.~~~~w. 

~merican Government of possible secret violations 
.,_,, .. ~ ,,..,..,. 

Russia has ~trong incentives for 

keeping the arrangement in 

be sure Russi~ 

a strong inceuti e f r continued col} 

/ 
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This l etter i s addressed to seventeen American scientists 
to whom it \illl be communicated two weeks after its appear
ance in print~ Because of their scientific achievement, 
these men have the respect of the community of scientists 
\m ch extends beyond the CJnfines o.f the United State~ ~ 

.,lttlfY each one of them has shown in the past that he is will
ing to take action OlJ.t side of the narrow field of b:i:s 
profession if this is demanded b,y the public interest. 
The names have been selected with a view to obtaining a 
balanced group which is broadly representative of the 
thi nking of scientists in America. 
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This being the case fe must ask ourselves what precisely would be the 

value of having an agreement with Russia if the observance of the agreement 

cannot be enforced . Clearly an agreement with Russia will remain in opera~ion 

only if it gives both Russia and 1\."llerica security and if it permits them to 

achieve and to maintain economic prosperity. Vfuether or not Russia and 

America are legally ~p free to abrogate an agreement ~ttl, the agreement will 

remain in operation only as long as Russia and America want to maintain it in 

operation . 

If we think about a settlement in these ter11s , then we may as well assume 

that both Russia and Jl..rnerica may retain a legal right to abropate the ap;reernent . 

At least if we make this assu:nntion we shall be compelled to keep in mind 

that only the de sire of America and R·.1ssia to keep the agreement in operation 

can keep the agreei!lent alive . ·.ve shall also be impelled to keep in mind 
if 

that even/the agreement does all that it was supposed to do there is still 

a chance that the agreement may be legally terminated by either America or 

Russia and that , therefore , before entering into the agreemnnt it will be 

necessary to thin...k through in what position an abrogation by Russia will 

leave the United States from the point of view of defense . 

The retention of the right to abrogate might make it much easier to 

devise an agreement that will be accentable to Russia and America for it will 

make it unnecessary to sr1ell out in advance all the terms of implementation . 

Indeed, to devise in advance a full-grown syste!'l of inspection that , if 

implemented would uonvince the United States that there are no secret 

violations of the disarrnar'lent clauses of the agreerre nt or that there are 

no secret violatj_ons in Russia of the riisarl'la11ent clauses of the agreement , 

'fhere is little doubt that if Russia wants to convince the United States 

that there are in fact no secret violations she will in each snecific case of 

doubt be able to make arrangements that would permit America to satisfy herself 

on the issue . If America retains the right to abrof-ate, then as long as Russia 



has strong incentives for keeping the arrangement in force she will be 

anxious to convince the American government that the agreement is not 

secretly violated . America, on the other hand, if she wants the agreerrent 

in force , will want to make sure that Russia retains a strong incentive 

for continued cooperation and may even wish to propose from tine to time 

modi.ficat.ions of the agreement to provide for increased incentives . 

As we see it , our oroblem is not to get Russia to sign an agreement 

which is very valuable to us , but rather to devise an acceptable agreement 

which Russia will be eager to keep in force after she has signed it . 

Can such an agreement be devised? Ily thesis is that it will require 

the solution of many problems . 



The subject of the proposed discussion is the issue of peace and the 

bearing of atomic energy on it. Or more narrowly, what we propose to 

discuss is whether we can see any avenue along which Russia and the 

United States could conceivably move towards an arrangement that could 

permit us to hope that peace would be maintained over a long and 

indefinite period of time. We propose to discuss what are the difficulties 

in the way of coming to such an arrangement assuming that both Russia and 

the American government are responsible and disregarding for the moment 

the difficulties which arise from theemotional attitudes of the people 

which might make reasonable action difficult for the governments involved. 

In the following the group of scientists who have lived with the 

problem created by the atom bomb since 1939 are not unanimous in their 

interpretation of the present war situation. They fall ro~ghly in two 

groups. Those who believe that Russia is bent on war domination no 

different from Hitlar-Germany, and that, therefore, the only question 

which is worth considering is how to win the war when it comes, and those 

who are not willing to accept this view as a premise of their considerations. 

Speaking as a respresentative of this second group, I wish to preface this 

memorandum by a quotation of an article written by Morgenthau in the Bulletin 

of the Atomic Scientists, "In spite of fully agreeing with the above 

statement as far as it goes I have to add that I do not believe that an 

attempt to sit down with the Russians today to "negotiate" a sentiment could 
not 

lead to a satisfactory article. The reason for this doubt is/that I believe 

that we are not yet strong enough to negotiate, but rather because our 

whole political thinking concerning the issue of •mat is involved in the 

peace settlement is based on a fallacy. To solve the problem with which 

we are faced we require imagination andresourcefulness, and it is very 

unlikely that imaginations could possibly come into play in the course of 

negotiations between governments." 
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The decision of the Soviet Union to concur in the reduction of the 

arms level from stage (1) to stage (4) followed, within a month, the es

tablishment of the regional armed force in Africa. The subsequent reduc

tion of the arms level from stage (4) to stage (7) followed the estab

lishment of regional armed forces in the Middle East, in South-East Asia 

and in central America. 

When the possibility of setting up regional police fbrces under 

the control of various "groups 11 of hat ions was first discussed, many 

people opposed it on the ground that each such region would be likely to 

become the sphere of influence of one or the other of the great powers. 

They conceded that an agreement among the great powers on the "groups 11 

in control of the various regional police forces would represent a polit

ical settlementJ and they acknowledged that in one form or another a 

political settlement must be reached~ but their cohscience recoiled from 

a political settlement based on an agreement on spheres of influence. 

It turned out, however, that the regions under the control of the various 

groups of nations were spheres of non-influence, rather than spheres of 

influence. For instance, Central America was under the control of Uru

guay, Canada, Austria and Australia, and t his did not place Central 

America into the sphere of influence of the United States, but it did 

exclude Central America from the sphere of influence of the Soviet Union. 

Quite similarly, the Middle East was excluded from the sphere of influ

ence of the United States without falling into the sphere of influence 

of the Soviet Union. 

The drastic reduction of the arms level to stage ( 7 ) resulted for 

many countr i es in a consider able s aving i n a rms cost . This did not 

amount to very much in the case of Russia since Russia had based her 
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defence almost exclusively on long-range rockets, but it was very sub

stantial in the case of America. It has always been taken for granted 

that when disarmament makes a substantial reduction in arms cost possi

ble there would be a great increase in aid to under-developed countries. 

What happened was the opposite. Americans felt that, after a long per

iod of stagnation, the time had come to increase the standard of living, 

There was a substantial reduction in taxes and wages went up. The annual 

income of the average American family jumped up by about $1500. In the 

first five years following ratification of the disarmament agreement, 

Congress failed to appropriate any funds for foreign aid. There was 

retained a modest point 4 program but it did not amount to very much, 

because, high school education having steadily deteriorated in America, 

America was in no position to send a substantial number of engineers and 

physicians abroad. 

Russia had retained the six-day working week but had increased the 

annual paid vacation to three months and was in the process of trying to 

extend the vacation period to four months. Russia continued to lend 

funds to under-developed nations even after the conclusion of the dis

armament agreement, but she charged 5% on such loans. Russia also con

tinued to make available to under-developed nations the services of her 

engineers and physicians, and this was being done on a large scale, but 

after the conclusion of the disarmament agreement, Russia began to charge 

for these services, whatever the market would bear. 

While the events of decades that followed general disarmament are 

of great historical interest, they do not come within the scope of this 

dissertation. 

THE END 



I the kind of 
The solution of these problems will re~uirejlmagination and resourcefulness 

which we can hardly expect to see forthcoming in a negotiation between two 

governments. In actual negotiations once a point is conceded it is 

impossible to go back on it and this makes it impossible to make tentative 

proposals for the purpose of developing a complete picture of the final 

has 
settlement which ~ to be corrected or withdrawn later in order to make 

the adjustments the total picture requires. Healizing this the Emergency 

Committee of Atomic Scientsts made an attempt in the spring of 1950 to 

establish a Commission of carefully selected American citizens who would 

organize themselves into a Commission and carry out among theselves the kind 

of discussion that would lead to devising a settlement which in their opinion 

ought to be acceptable to both Americax and Russia and which would provide 

the incentives that would make continued operation of an agreement likely. 

The response to this atte~~was sympathetic but n~~erly enthusiastic, and 

the attempt was abanondened at the outbreak of the Korean war. 'I'he memorandum 

outlining this attempt is enclosed because mamy of the probelems discussed 

in the memorandum willarise in some future attempt which might be made along 

similar lines. It was, of course, realized if it were possible to have an 

informal discussion xmMHg of problems involved in an over-all settlement 

which would include both Americans and Russians who have no governmental 

responsibliues that would, of course, be p~eferablep ~«xx~xtx Atomic 

scientists xxx made two attempts in the past to bring about such a discussion. 

The first of these attempts failed because of the objection of Burns and the 

second attempt failed because of the ·refusal by the Russian government. 

The stories of tkXKX these two attempts are as follows: In the spring of 1945 

when the war was essentially won and before even the bomb had been tested in 

New Mexico many of. us became quite concerned about what appeared to t~ be 

the likely post-war development in American-Russian relations. He »•dii!OCIIJJ!ld 

would 
believed that in the long run the existence of the bomb ~ weaken rather 

than strengthen their miliatry position and that unless there ~ a post-



the 
To many of us who worked on/uranium project in vhicago it became 

~ /#(../#-< <?.- ,~,.. ...... ~-£ 
evident in the spring of 1945 that after the war vve sliOtn:d be faced with 

Q.D e:x;gsediRgly dangexe~s in±ern,atjonal situation, It was clear that we 

cities, 

all our political institutions to th point where one may ask just precisely 
~~--{!:! 1/ { t<. ·-€ ~_::) 

it that we ~Ju preserve WI!:'-*'~~ o war ten or fifteen years from what is 

now. 
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Because foreign policy of the United ~tates at Potsdam, 
~ < r¥X?' e.,£ ~~_..,h:..~__...e ~4--<__.c::.-:t...-- ~~~--_... "<""'~_.:;.-.:._~~ 
nne aiftee ~~ so eminently unsatifactory o.:a ~s ~ xxill::ti ,/£. .-._ 

criticism~~s being put forth by Walter Lipman,/George Kennan. If all 

we have to do is to follow a policy of expedience of Lippman or Kennan 

stated from t~e to time it makes better sense than what the State Department 

does whether under its own volition or under political pressures.~~ 

But basically what Lippman or Kennan say make s not very much sense either, 

because we are following a policy of expedience. It is quite true that by 

following a policy of expedience we could avoid war indefinitely provided 

it will be possible to do the right things each t~e when we are faced with 

a decision, but in the situation ·with vkl ich we are faced even an enlightened 

power policy will force us from time to time to take calculated risks and 

sooner or later someone somewhere will make a mistake and we will have war. 

An Erl.ightened power policy will t hus le ad to a longer period of peace and 

the outcome of t he war which we ·will be all the more disastrous whenever it 

comes. This does not mean that for the next year or two we could do away with 

the policy of expedience for if peace is to be preserved at all we will need 

a breathing spell and nothing but an enlightened policy of expedience can 

bring us such a breathing spell. But if we wish to go further and wish 

really to have peace not only for a few years but as far as we can tell 

forever. Our only hope lies in making the American and rlussian government 

to understand where this development of modern physics leads and what the 

real taks is with which we are faced. Before Russia and American can adopt 

a policy that makes sense it wi 11 be necessary to recognize that our declared 

present policy is based on a gigantic fallacy. For to think in terms of 

an oral agreement with Russia to be negotiated if and when we shall be 

militarily so strong that we can get an agreement on our terms is a dangerous 

fallacy. It is, of curse, true that if two private persons negotiate an 

agreement it is af great advantage just to be i n a very strong position at the 
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time when you negotiate for once the other fellow has signed the agreement 

he will have to preform or you can take him to court. It is a mistake 

to think of an agreement with Russia. and the United States in these terms. 

If such an agreement is concluded we might just as well have the United 

States and ~ussia retain the right to abrogate the agreement at any time, 

For unless an agreement is such that rtussia and the United States wish to 

keep it even though they have the legal right to abrogate it, the agreement 

will not be kept. An agreement will be kept only if a situation has been 

created in which it is clear to the interest of Russia and the United States 

to maintain an agreement in operation. 4 he first problem which we have to 

solve then is not to sit down and start negotiating with ~ussia but rather 

somehow to find out whether it is possible to think of ~ an agreement which 

will fulfill these conditions. This in itself is a dif'ficult problem which 

will require for its solution imagination and resourcefulness, even if we 

completely disregard all practical difficulties such as the pre-conceived 

notions of the government, the actual distrust which exists at present and 

the political pressures to which the governments are exposed. The task 

is made particulapy difficult because if if ti~/agreement is dreamed up 

and accepted by the governments, which offers both nations great incentives 

for continued cooperation it is not permissable to rule out the possibility 

of an unreasonable abrogation and, therefore, it will be necessary to be 

concerned with the situation that we face in the United States in case such 

an abrogation should occur in a year or two or possibly after ten years after 

the agreement has been concluded. Because of be advent of atomic energy 

the agreement will have to be much more far-reaching than it would otherWise 

have to be. Atomic energy will make it necessary to include in the 

agreements restrictions Which will make it exceedingly difficult for 

Russia to fulfill and will not be agreed to unless the situation is cleared 

where they will no longer have the present strong reason for maintaining 

exclusive secrecy 



. ~ 

sense, been generally understood. We need to be clear that there will not 

be very many great atomic wars for us, nor for our institutions. It is 

important that there not be one . We need to liberate our own great 

resources, to meet our destiny. 

- 18 -
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/ b /~: ' = ~. ( /"-<;~ 
// Even in :D~c~o ;-;7 ·,. _, ~;At;t/a~· Eely that. atomic bomb!i would ~ 
~-~ ~· ~...__ --~~ . 

available within a couple of ~ars• ~ · _hin a year or two we ~re :g;ot ou~y 
~ ·""- ~~ ~.Le_ r-~ ~ -..r~ 

sure of this fact lae'~co:::ft:d ~.; •~-ht.J the destructive pOW:r of these 14 c/ 
,;z...~ ~.t-L .v-/' ~ / ' ' 

bombs ~ ra!'iz.tly- increase in the coming years, mi ot 
,f;_ ..... J_.;:...-:.::::;=--

~~super-bomb would supercede the atomic bom •( Long before Hiroshima, 

We!lfii"" clear to those of us who are inclined to look ahead iRte tfie futttre-

that the existence of these bombs poses a problem Which cannot be resolved on the 

level at Wl.ich political thinking - even the best political thinking - has moved 

before the war. 

the past long periods of peace, and by following an 

t was frequently possible in the past to avoid war. But even 

t.he best of foreign policies have never achieved more in the past than to postpone 

war, i.e. to lengthen the interval of peace between two subsequent warso lAnd , 

concerned about the survi va to get 

foreign policies that 

pone war llhen we more 

But when the survival of man is at stake and when you know that the 

later war comes the greater will be the catastrophe, you cannot get enthusiastic 

about foreign policies that may postpone the war. You ask yourself instead, "on 

what level of poll tical thinking must we seek a solution to the problem which 

faces the world if, in fact, there is a solution?" 

That this problem cannot be solved on the level of political thinking 

that has moved in the years that followed the war is only too clear. The level 

of public discussion has reached in these post-war years an all-time low, far 

below the level even of thinking t.hat went on prior to the war. Because of the 

confusion generated by this public discussion, the task today is even more 

difficult than if we had to start from scratch, i.e. start from where we left off 

before the waro For this public discussion not only disregards the new problem 

posed by the exi~tence of atomic bombs for which the teachings of history afford 

us little guidance but it also disregards what we could and should learn from 

past history. 
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In the conversation with Dr. Bush I mentioned & t ,t::t!lrS&If e!l V'--
points which in my op1n1on illustrate shortcomings ;t'the uraniuo 

,..._,(_ 
projec~rise out of certain general principles which 

characterize the overall conduct of ttese projects: I meR5ia5es 
.. 0 ) 

.vpCvifl~ what we though<n January 1942 about the division of ... 
authority between Compton and Murphree ar.d how the division of 

authority worked out in the six months that followed. 
If 

(2) What we thought about the scanty support given in 1942 to 
I• 

Dr. Wigner's group who attempted to make a design for a water cooled 

power unit. ,, 
(3) What we though in July 194.2 of the decision A!Utilll llawn to ~ 

'·, 3 '• )' 
~a e£ plu Btl@ a contract with Stone and Webster for building an ex-

perimental plant and a pilot plant and to what extent the subsequent 

events gustified our views. ~~ 
1\ ~ I 

{4) What we thought bout the wisdom of the decisions of the 
\\ 

~ 
executive committee in general; also what we thought about~ decision 

communicated to us in September 1942--in particular~is dec is ion ¥ltlel: 

canceled the original plans of building a chenical separation unit near 

Chicago which was supposed to go into operation in May 1943.J 

{5) What we thought about the recommendations of the ad hoc 

~with respect to schemes which originated ir. Dr. Urey's laboratory. 



(6) What we thought about not building a water cooled pilot -
plant of about 10,000 to 20,000 kw at the time when the decision was 

reached to build water cooled production plants of 250,000 kw each. 

(7) What we think about the question-answer game and how this 

game resulted in placing production units ten miles apart at hanford. 

(8) What we think about the shortcomings of our collaboration 

with du :Pont, about the blueprint situation and how it came about that 

~ laboratory is attempting to invent at this late date a method of 

canning which may give a reason~ble assurance of success. 

(9) What we thought about the difficulties of obtaining permis

sion to contact~firm than duPont in connection with certain 

alternate lines of development .which we desired to see pushed at least 

into the process design stage. 

(10) What we thought about the handling of the question of de-

signing a heavy w~ter power unit which kept the Chicago laboratory 

in commotion from April to August 1943 and mentioned particularly the 

~ loss of faith that followed when it was believed that the recom-

mendation of the so-called reviewing committee had been shelved. 

(ll) What we 'thought about the ~~f authority con
b.-reo so e ((Al r x{ 'JQ 

cerning the design of the heavy water power unit - from Wigner to 
~ t1. 'I ( ••y "-' 

others and the large demanes\!:;f ;g~em's~s and,Z.ngineers which~ 

pllil :;:&zill&la in this connection. l r ~ J 
If~~£/' 

(12) What we think about the %6116 z &lAendency of runni~ the 

whole project by means of 'directives and the danger of suppressing 

completely certain lines of development which may later suddenly 

rise to prominence. 
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!.f o ta c .nt!si. l ov r tl JOrl t ,. G :Ji lil 

1t oc j 

ho- e :t.Cb"""' in o.~. r to p ov· nt nll pet•iod.,.cal s 

onn relt: .. * to nci nc d 

t to Jr;p 11. 

se scicnti t ll 

1 f' icult o , c.nd ov r 

' e know that scientists in Japan are hindered 

from fpecly. exerting their influence in .favour of' a chru1go 

in the tt1tude c~ their g<vornmcnt . i e hopo that they 

l 111 unders t and our motive nd that ~e need not Olphnsize 

the s:vmpat~ we have for tl o .Ja a.neso. 

-



vhich 

The discover~f sc~6ntiots have given weapons to ~ar~ind 
may destroy~ent civilization if we do not succeed in 

avoiding further wars. 

The temptation to r e cort to wa r would be less if the indi-
. ~~ vid,lal nat i ons knew for certain t ha t tll.ey would be ~by 

international action to res tore t ne s t a tus quo if t ney attained 
any of their objects by ~orce. It is obvious t hat no statas can 

thay 
be na inta ined f orever andrsoon or later means will ha'be to be 
found which will permi t us to bring about peacefull r tho s e chan-
ges which i_l by then have be come jur tified. l ~ ow ever, as long as 
' L:te h n1ebns are not avoiluble only the ri gid mainten an ce of the 
status quo a t;a inst att etapts ~t ! or ci bl e chan c,es can ensure ecu-
rity. 

I n Japan's c n:tlict .vith ~1~.nb -c.he scienti st is in n o po-

si tion to lcnow the ri ghts or wrongs of either si ·,e. Eow ever, it 
i s OUViOUS t hat J apan llSS taken the law into its O'N!l ha nds, Which 
no nation should be allow ed to do. '"'· t .her nations have been g il ty 
of similar actions in the past, b..l.t this is no reason for tolerating 
such ac_tions in the present or in the future. If in the case of the 
Jap e:mese-Chinese confl i ct t he s ta t u s "' :ro is r1ut r c:stored either by 

the good-will of Japan or by ·interna tional action, Ju_pans s example 
may soon be followed Ly others. 

7heretore sci~ntiets should give caref ul cons ideration to 
the q_ue ::: tion as to whet he r they~ i nt e rnational action of 
thi kind by resorting to otrict non-coo peration. ~ his would in-
vol v e t he refust~l to s PH ' scientii i c anitechiliCal iai'o n:w tion, in
cluding the periode~als 1 to t h e country Bi ains t which the int er
national action is dir cteu bnd t:t l s o t !!e ..,. ef J. GDl to~ era tc with 



students of that co~Ltry . 

0ne must hope , t~wt : } cicntist~ in Japan will understand 
that there is no feeling agamnst them and that they ~ill ~ndertake 

the difficult and ungrateful task of ex{erting their influence in 
Iuvour of Japan 's giving up .:my attempt at taking the law into its 
own ha.nds. 
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Ever since October 
~~-7-

of last year scientists ~ehind 
closed doors, whether America should or should not . attempt to develop 

hydrogen bombs. Soon after the Atcmio Energy CoT.11!1ission put the issue 
J! 

up to the Vlhi te House, the 
1
, news began to leak to the press. The so ientists, 

not wishing to El!lbe.rraas the Administration at a time when it had to arrive 

at a difficult decision, exercised great restraint, and with one single 

exception no scientist of standing made any ~ant in public until the 

President had made his announcemnat. In retrospect, this self-L~posed silence 

important for the public to kn01.v the, nature 
t.;vv crvvi-- vk 

El!lbark~~ w. attempt to develop hydrogen bomb,. 

The obvious raw material for a hydrogen bomb 

is the only naturally-occur:Eing light element that 

the fire of a nuclear explosion. 



~lA 
~~ 

That 

quantity of ----· 
heavy hydrogen might conceivably betfetonated if e. sufficiently large 

ev~ it is suddently mated up to a sufficiently high temperature is ill-
But whether this can in fact be achieved, and achieved with the maans that 

are at our disposal, is not kn~. 

This was the state of affairs at the time the news broke 

upon the world that the United States was seriously considering 

developing hydrogen banbs. To physicists all over the world this 

news could have but one meaning, i.e., that responsible American 

physioisits now consider it likely that heavy hydrogen oan in fe.ot 

be det ana ted. 

, 1-:, 1'-/ f'vn'' ~tf' v1. ; 

/fu~·~ ~~A.-c. -........r--



~T 

lpnited. quantities of hydrgown in a nuclear explosion, thus obtaining bcmbs 
\ -. Y7f/\~-/'O'/."-' ...... ~ ~ _. '~\ / 

which ar~1~ powerful than ordinary atomic bombs. ' But since every nuclear 

explosion involves certain quantities of materials 1Yhich are very expsnsive t 

"~k 
to procure, the burning of ~~limited quantities of heavy hydro~enA 

1 

~iif~~WJlf6:j~cA~~· l)~,.,k ty/f \'' -VV ~- ~ ).l/J.V(.,w··j,t7!"-' in such a nuclear explosionli, ·z{l~. Such abortive hydrogen 
:;,. --.~ ~ liV\.I\.\ (, f1~~J 0"'::) ~'V\\A\1\"v\,~ 
bombs might perhaps be of some milffiary value beyond and above or~nary A 

tu €. 
bombs, but they would probably be used just like ordinary bombs, whi :h U"Q used 

prirre.rily for destruction based on blast effect, or their ability to set fires 

and inflict injuries through the direct effect of the radiating heat which is 

generated in the mauent of explosion. ~/1-~-,A ... £(! ~ 7 --- -

<~'-
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can be burned in a nuclear explosion. I£ thE were the case it would still be 

possible to :blk talk of hydrogen bombs, but ·the ttmn would be used in :&. naaning 

in which it would represent little more thah a curiosity. It would at best 

represent a weapon which is, dollar7£or-doll~, perhaps more destruc·hiva than 
a..'tl 

an ordinary atomic bomb, but it would not be a weapon •vhich is of/entirely dif-

ferent order of magnitude than ordinary atomic bombs, and its mode af application 

would therefore necessarily be the same as for atomic bombs. The mode of appli-

cation of the ordinary atomic bomb is based on the destruction which it causes 

by its blast, ot he injuries it inflicts by causing flash burns, and the damage 

which it causes by setting fires through the direot effect of the heat radiation 

which is generated in the moment of explosion. 

Super bombs might be used in a very different manner, namely, for the purposes 

of radio active WE}!" fare. That super bombs might be used for such war-D'are rather 

than for the blasting of cities was disclosed for the first time three years 
~ . 

ago. l fb was disclosed by no less an authori~an Professor Edward Teller in 

an article which has been cleared for publication by the AEC~ appeared 
~< 

in the BAS, pages 35-36, Vol ~,(Februari)l947. Dre Teller wrote: 11 

"In a subject (13 new· as atomic power we must be prepared for startling de

' 
velopmenbs. It has been repeatedly stated that future bombs may easily sur-

pas those used in the last war be a factor o£ a thousand. I share this belief. , ,, 

~(..,/-~ f ------ .. 
1 \ , :nThe radioactivi-t;y produced by the Bikini bombs was detected within about 

ana week in the United States. In the meantime the westerly winds had swept 

the air mass from Bikini to this country. ~ .~ 

~ "~If the activity liberated at Bikini were muHiplied by a factor of a 

hundred thousand or a million, and if it were to be released off our Pacific 

Coast, the whole of the United States would be endangered. That the enormous 

amount-a- of activity jb-st mentioned can in actuality be released at some future 

date is by no means an established fact; but it is much more than a fantastic 
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~) 
possibility. If such great quantities of activity should became available 6 

an enemy could make life hard of even impossible for us without delivering 

a single bomb into our territory." 

The possibility of Imking bombs 1000 times as powerful as those 

used in the last war was first 1nentioned hn January, 19466 by John J. M6Cloy6 

previously Assistant Secretary of War, and at present u.s. Commissioner in 

Germany. In a speech which has been frequently quoted, J~bn J. McCloy men-

tioned tha possibility of such giant bombs, and identified them as hydrogen 

bombs. Thus, even though Dr. Teller himself did not use the term hydrogen 

bomb, it must have been obvious to every physicist who read Dr. Teller's 
or-:;> 

article t~~t he was, t~lking about hydrogen bonbs ·// No strongly radio active 
~~ihJ1 ,JI..~£1:.., .. .:L-L J Jt/ .... 

elements V87p~j~te.O.frrom heavy hydrogen,..IW'!len it is detonated, but large 

quantiti tes of neutrons would be liberated at the moment of explosion, and many 

of the 92 natural elements become radio active when they absorb neutrohs. c- ' t 4;:J ,_; t> . 

Thus it is obvious that a hydrogen bomb q~lffe rigged for the production of -
intense radio activity by incorporating in~it some ~natural element 

.~.t.~~ l..y that will catch a · fraction or ~n7utrons t~at are e~itted When 
.v-~ ~ k ~~u~'~ ~~vvf...,r /rJ 

the hydrogen bcrnb is detonated \~· Tell r ~ote: ~-1/{.V!t~ 'M.j.""'~ 
~ ~ 

"It is to be noted that different radioactive products have 

different rates of decay. The attacker is therefore in a position to choose 

the radio active products best suited to ~ ~ attack; with the proper choice 
~~ 

he could ensure that his victim would be seriously damaged by , and that they 

would have decayed by the time they reached his awn country. Naturally this 

is not a~~. but under the circumstances, within the real!!! of possibility." 



The President' s decision to co forwaro with the development of H-bombs 

was 0 enerally interpre ted to mean ~hat our expert - believe there is a bett~ 

t han even chance that such bombs can in fact be built. If it becomes possible 

to detonG~te heav-,t hudrogen by suddenly heatir15 sufficiently bl:i!}!: l a rbe amounts 

to a sufficiently hic;h temperature so as to set up a self-propa5 ating thermal 

nuclP.ar reaction, tl:.en the amount o1 heavy eydrogen which can be detonated in 

any one sine;le bomb will be unlimited in rinciple and will be limited only 

be considerations of expediency. If the bombs have to b e delivered by air 

to tar0 f~ts in enemy terri tor,t ,a»li there exists, of c ourse, a .Limit to their 

size. But to .he application which I ,pro_)ose to o.iscuss 1-.ere, i t L not 

necessary to tra nS1)ort the bombs a nd in the: t c&se the bombs ce;n be made 

very larc;e. The nulliber of bomb which we can m&ke will stil rema in limited 

a s has been discu~sed by H. Thi rin.; in 1946 a s the bomts must h&ve a detona tor 

and the number of de tonators ~hich we can build is ~imited by the arr.ount of 

U255 or plutonium that is avoilable. Because a large number 0 1 neutrons is 

liberated when heavy by 1ro1:,en is detcna ted, it is ;;os s ible to pr oduce lar~e 

quantities of radio-acc.ive substances wLen the bomb i s det--na ted. h!any of 

the natural elements are transformed into a raaio-active elerr.ent i :t t h ey 

absorb neutrons and by incorpora t.int; such a natural elem<::nt into the h-bomb, 

the h-bomb may be rigc;ed. so a s to p roduce & r adio-active element. v.hen it is 

detonE-.ted. Amon.= the natural elem•.mts ther e i s o wide choice which may be 

used, de ending on whether we want to produce &. radio-active element that 

lives f or a few days or one which l ives for a fe 'IY yea rs. If a. number of 

bombs ri5ged to produce a radio active element Vlhich has a lifetime of a few 

yenrs were detonated in the United States, the raoio-a ctive subs t ances 

produced in the explos ive woul.::i. _, .. caaually be dispursed iil.:::.t over the ~vhole 

n orth• rn h emi sphere ...,nd later over tte whole .;lobe, and would sett .... e 

do wn as a dust covering fairl,t unifo1·mly the surface of th.s 6 lobe. The u estion 

which we V~ish to rai se is the follo>iin15 : couL:1 the United States a2.tKa.x~ accw.ul&.te 

say in the course of th~ next ten or 1ifteen ye~;rs e nou'""h of these bomb s and 

have them lar5 e enOU
0

h to produce a sufficient an,ount o.:. ra i o-acti vi t y ~ 
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when 

2. 

the bombs were det:mated to kill everyone on the Northern Hemisphere and 

possibly all over the whole t5lobe. AnJ. i .1. thit> could be done, coulu. the 

United States becooe invincible by letti06 the world know th~t ik rather than 

to suffex· invasion or bombardment of h r cieies by n.ussia, the United States 

would, if necessary, detonate her bombs and kill the whole popula tion of 

Russia as well as her own population. If this were done, t.l-Ie United States 

would, in fact, be invincible, provided only that she succeeds in persuading 

others that her threat in f~ct would be carried out •. 

The initial investment re'-iuired for such a defense would be substantial, 

but once made, no appreciable defense expenditmres need to be incurred. 

From the :'inancial point or view, ir" our defense expenditure should sky-roaket 

in the next ten years from 15 to 25 or 35 or even 45 billion dollars, the 

adop tion of a policy of defense based on suicide bombs would brini relief 

rather than an aaditional burden. 



In an article which has been cleared for publication by the 

Atomic Energy Co!."lmiasion and which appeared in the Bulletin of the 

Atomic Scientists, pages J5-J6, Vol. 3 (February) 1947, Dr. Teller 

wrotec ••• 

nin a subject as new as atomic power we 

startling developments. 

bombs may easily surpass those used in 

a thousand. I share . this belief. • 

u. • • The 

within about one week in 

by a factor of 

e Bikini bombs was de tee ted 

In the meantime the 

from Bikini to this country. • • 

u ••• If the Bikini were multiplied by a 

.factor of a hundre thousand or million, and if it were to be re

~&e whole of the United States \Vollld be 

endan 'ftlat the enormous amounts of activity just mentioned can 

in ac ~ sed at some future date is by no means an 

t it is much more than a fantastic possibili tgr. 

If such gre~-q~tities of activity should become available, an 

enemy could make life bard or even impossible .for us without delivering 

a single bomb in to our terri tory. n 



FINAL REPORT - ROUGH DRAFT 

In the presence of 150 mg/1 of theophylline the mutation rate of the strain B/lt is 

about 11 per 108 bacteria per hour. This rate is reduced to about half if we have 

present the following concentrations of the three above mentioned antimutigents: 

Adenosine 0.4 mg/ 1 
Guanosine 2.0 mg/ 1 
Inosine 2.0 mg/1 

--,... 1-- 4 ..,...-

• l_~n order to suppress the spontaneous mutation$/ t seems to take a higher concentration 

of the antimu~ge~~ For the strain B/lt it takes about 10 to 20 mg/1 of Guanosine 

to reduce the spontaneous mutation rate to T5 resistance to about half, and even~ 

higher concentrations of Guanosine the mutation rate does not go to zero but drops 

l?/r/ /6- ~~ ~'1.-t v 
is resistent to the »&Mae ~ .T1 and which 

?1/ 7--- ) 
requires tryptophane was obtained from a radiation resis ~- :U~~ B strai~ 

kindly furnished t~. by E. Witkin. When grown in the eaellliist~'in a . ...[,vV~ 
Lv4 

~9tate medium ~r ryptophane as the cont olling gr~h factor this strain showed a 
I~ n';? £, 1/(!,e!_ ~ -")_.....---

spontaneous mutation, rate to T5/ which about three times as high as the ~~ft 
( ---- - l..:'0~ . /~ -"-~-""/ 

of our B/lt strai/" k> 4.22 per 108 bacterial per The) mutation 

rate to T6 resis~ce wee also about three fold and had a value close to 1 per 108 
. ...-.... 
I/ 

bacteria per hour. 
1 

150 mg/ of theophylline JfS • increase the mutation rate to 

L 
· T5 resistance to ,~/~~ about 21 per 108 bacteri~per hour which is about twice 

(.4-..- . 
·as much as one would obtain for our strain O!' B/lt. ~be re-t of T6 resisiiltnee was 

a:eout 2 pe~~per hoo:r. 

50 mg of Adenosine reduces the spontaneous mutation rate to T5 resistance to 1.2 

per 10
8 

bacteria per hour, or~about one-third. Goneentrations of) mg/1 of~denosine 

~r less- aid-not seem to have-an-appr~ciat~e affect n the $pontaneous mutation rate 

to-'.P5 resistance.-



In the presence of 150 mg/1 of theophylline 10 mg/1 of Adenosine completely 
CY' c. " ... ~ I ) . , /-~ J 

..Q,Olltz'oaets1 the mutagenic ffect of theophylline. e.n iihe observed muiia"t-ioo- rat 
! ,;:.-,? ,., ,_/_.. - ..../ 

b~'t~ sponta~eous e value actually obta4aeavwas 1.4 per 
, d.· f~ t. r \ 

108 bacteria per ho When grown in ~ synthetic medium containing both lectate 

and glucose aero~ically the mutation rate to T5 resis ,nee was 4.2 per 108 bacteria 
.;IX~ y ~//_.., 

per hour. ~ is the same as in the ~ctate medium which -d:td not contain glucose. 

of 150 mg/1 of theophylline which gave mutation rate to T5 resistance of about 1. 

·' 



• 

50 mg of Adenosine reduces the spontaneous mutation rate to T5 resistance to 

1.2 per 108 bacteria per hour, or to about one-third. 

n the prese ce pf 1~0 mg/1 of theophylline 10 mg/1 of Adenosine completely 

counteracts the mutagenic effect of theophylline. The value actually observed was 

1.4 per 108 bacteria per hour which is below the spontaneous mutation rate. 

When grown in synthetic medium containing both lactate and glucose aerobically 

the mutation rate to T5 resistance~ 4.2 per 108 bacteria per hour. This is 

the same as in the lactate medium which does not contain glucose. But when grown 

anaerobically the spontaneous rate to T5 resistance was not appreciably _ 

different from zero. 

~) 
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When grown anareobically in the presence of 150 mg/l of theophylline in 

synthetic medium containing both glucose and lactate the mutation rate to T5 

resistance is again very low and has a value of about l. 

We might summarize our results obtain~ on the mutation rate to T5 resistance 

with the strains B/lt and B/r/lt when grown in the chemostat in simple nutrient 

medium with stryptophane as ~ ~6ntrolling growth factor at generation times of 

2 hours or longer. These two strains differ in mutation rate to T
5 

resistance 

from each other by a factor of ,about 3 but they are similar in~- ~pect. 

I ~ > n- ..,, t. e--.. ~ • ) t.. -J 

both 2/3 of the mutation rate to T5 resistance can be suppressed by the presence 
-~ 1- ..,_ ) ,)-l ,... , :::t kz./ 4 

of 50 mg/l of denosi~and in both strains the mutation rate to TlTis about 5 times 

as high as the mutation rate to T6 resistance. In both strains the mutation rate 

to T5 resistance responds strongly to theophylline which is a Purine type mutagen 

and this effect of theophylline is in both strai counteracted by 10 mg/l of 

denosine. In these circumstances it is possible to assume that 2/3 of the 
~ J 

spontaneous mutation rate of T5 resistance might be caused by ine type mutagen. 

1 ~ Anaerobic growth suppresses both the spontaneous mutation rate to T
5 

resistance 

and the theophylline induced mutation rate to T5 resistance. Independence of the 

spontaneous mutation rate to T5 resistance and to T6 resistance has been well 

established for the strain B/lt for generation times ranging from two hours to 

8 hours. 
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ElCPERIMENTS CARRIED ON BY DR. MAUREY FOX 

B/lt was grown in continuous culture in the absence of any controlling 

growth factor under conditions in which the turbidity of the culture controls 

the feeding of fresh nutrient. We shall refer to the apparatus in which bacteria 

are grown under such conditions as a "breeder". B/lt when grown in a "breeder" 

in broth has a mutation rate toTs resistance of about 3.7 per 108 bacteria per 

hour and a mutation rate to T6 resistance of about 1.8 per 108 bacteria per hour. 

Compared to the values obtained in the chemostat with tryptophane as a controlling 

growth factor in the simple lactate medium the mutation rate to T5 resistance is 

increased more than twofold and the mutation rate of T6 resistance is increased 

about sixfold. 

Since the ~ine type mutagens increase the mutation rate of T5 resistance 

much more than they do the mutation rate to T6 resistance, the result cannot be 

explained by assuming that the bacteria grown in broth are affected by )Purine 

type mutagen. Some other mutagenic agent or some unknown physiological condition 
.,.._, 

must be responsible for these high mutation ratef, . .. ,_. I;) J-e h L..-.J /-

The presence of 150 mg/1 of theophylline has no affect on the mutation rate 

I . I to 'fs resistance ~ the mutatio r-ate to-~ res4.s"ba.ne,e" when B lt grows in the 

"breeder" in b:coth and it might be that there is enough of Purine type antimutagen 

present either in the broth or in the bacteria growing in bDuth to counteract 
...-"'"\ 

the mutagenic action of theophylline. The high mutation rate to T6 resistance 

observed is apparently not due to peroxides or other products of aerobic metabolism -

since it is found that B/lt when grown anaerobically in broth supplemented with glucose 
J 

in a "breeder" has a mutation rate of about 2.3 to T6 resistance. 7The high mutation 

rates to both T5 resistance and T6 resistance observed with bacteria grown in broth 

in the "breeder" might either be due directly to some of the 

Pirimidines, vitamins, or other constituents of the broth/or 

amino acid Purines 
A ~r 

else f miglit be due 
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to the fast growth rate or else it might appear as a direct result of the fast 

growth rate in broth. In order to distinguish between these two possibilities 

B/lt was grown at different generation times ranging from 32 minutes to 46 hours. 
/ 

~th in breeders and in tryptophane controlled chemostats in casein hydrolysate 

to which was added tr~tophane 



The experiments are consistant with the f ollo>ving picture: 

When we grow B/lt in the chemostat in minimum medium with tryphophane 

control the T5 rate is l.S and the T6 rate is 0.3. About 2/3 of the T5 

rate can be suppressed by 50 mg of adenosine. 150 mg/1 of recrystallized 

theophylline will raise the TS rate to about 14. This effect can be com-

pletely eliminated by adding about 2 mg/1 of adenosine to the medium. We 

shall tentatively assume that that part of the T5 rate which can be sup-

pressed by 50 mg/1 adenosine might be due to a purine type mutagen. It 

amounts to about 1/108 bacteria/hour. The T6 rate is only raised to 1 

for 150 mg/1 theophylline. If we now grow B/lt in the breeder in nutrient 

broth, we find a mutatien rate to T5 resistance of about 3.7, and to T6 

resistance of about l. 8. The ratio of the T5 to T6 rate is very much 

higher when grown in these conditions and therefore we have to assume 

that some other mutagenic agent or condition is responsible. The T5 

rate is higher by a factor of 2.5 while the T6 rate is higher by a 

factor of 6.0. If the increase in the T5 rate were due to the presence 

of some purine type mutagen, we would have to expect the T5 to T6 ratio 

to fall rather than rise since the T6 rate has heretofore been less re-

sponsive to the purine type mutagens than the T5 rate. 

150 mg/1 of theophylline has no effect on either the T5 rate or 

the T6 rate for B/lt grown in the breeder in broth and it might be that 

there is enough antimutagen present in the broth or in the bacteria grown 

in broth to counteract the effect of the theophylline added to the broth. 

There might not be enough antimutagen present though to suppress that 

part of the minimal chemostat occurring spontaneous mutations to T5 re-

sistance that occur in broth. 



When grmvn anaerobically in broth supplemented with glucose the T6 

rate was about 2.3 so that we may conclude that the high T6 rate in broth 

is not due to peroxides or other oxidative metabolic products. 

In order to see whether the high mutation rates in broth are due to 

the fast rowth rate or rather directly to the chemical composition of 

the medium, experiments were done in breeders and tryptophane controlled 

chemostats in casein hydrolysate to which added tryphophane, vitamins, 

purines, pyrimidines, glucose, lactate and phosphate between generation 

times of 32 minutes and 4.6 hours. The TS rate for the shortest generation 

time was about 3.8 falling with increasing generation to about 3.0 for 

~ = 280 minutes. The T6 rate for short generation times starts at about 

2.0 and fall to about 1.0 at~= 100 minutes and remains at 1 up to gen

eration times to 280 minutes. 

150 mg/1 recrystallized theophylline (no glucose or lactate) for 

generation times between 40 and SO minutes raise the TS rate to about 

8.4 (by about S units). The co~trasts with the broth experiments in 

which the theophylline had no effect and with experiments in minimal 

medium in the chemostat where this theophylline raises the TS mutation 

rate from l.S to 14. 

Grovvn anaerobically in the presence of SO mg/1 adenosine the T6 

rate is unchanged averaging 2.4 (data) where the TS rate is reduced to 

an average of about 2. This reduction of the TS rate can be interpreted 

as the elimination of that part of the TS rate which responds to anti

mutagens and the remainder is then clearly not due to peroxides just as 

the T6 rate cannot attribute to peroxides. 



Beca usc of the absence of a conside:rabJ.e number of me bers 
of t.l!e group 9 t.hP, next meetin ' j J.l ba hbld c.n 1-!e<:da~·, 

Septdmber 25, at '1:45 p.mo in I-toom 2(~ {instead o~ Frlday~ 
September 21} Enclosed is a nl.s,., o· or·ge., j.~.at.l~J J subm.1 tted 
by t,he organizational co.mmit.\r.H~ c:.nrl ~pprovrid at t,l.e last meet.ing, 
a draft or the declaration whh!h ~as d. iol)ttd by t..he oame >NWtlng 
l.jS a basis for discussion of' a cc :mo'l r lv;..;sf ;-;~.& •. \ tb·" &;j"!.Ctt.lpa 
on the other sites t and a ata .. em~: oli u.': .l..lt.cu~. i:.~::Jiled by the 
gl"OUp at X. 

In aCt;lOl'dance. wi t.h tb.fl de .L -on.s 1:. .:o.J.n at. the lHst meet n, 
th()agenda of the mastin.cr on Tuer-~day,, ~h:.pt.fli.Lt:lr 25, ·vill inc:.u.d 
two points: 

( 1) Con.sti tution of the organization to be l:~··JliJI r,e;Tl.pvranly 
a.?o nAtom1 . Sc1dn'llists oi Cbic,;-go" and ol 'tO!.l of 
t~Hlporary officers" 

( 2) Further discuss~on of the cecl ;·ntidl t:> t:B rel~t ~e o 

11;. is sum;ested in tht~ pr)pC ~als of t~_f.! ('l'.,-,: Xl i ... atlOD.al 
committee that all ~cie.uti1'1c worE.srs who na:r"t.i.c' ·m•e u;. tht.., 
prelimihery meet,ipgs ir1 tbr, l.:Jst t~o mon . s \ ill JC ccnsj.de:r '"ld ro· 
the purpose of the f' J.rst. vl'ge,nis.at5.on as r.,emoers "' t.h<} ten1pora ""'/ 
councilo This is a -::.emporary ,,r:~:ange.mcn'. ~no the f].''lal deci,nu s 
concern.ing tlle ote.ttnios of t.he orgam. zat,:i tJi'l. s.nd e ie' .ion '"f 
pe1•m.enent officers will be left to all men,be;..; w ) :e. •e jclit.ed 
the organization ai'tur it has · ar:v con1:rtttut:~d~ 



The development and use of the atomic bomb has created a situa

tion filled with much uncertainty for our nation and for the world. 

Only a full understanding of the new situation will enable the citizens 

of this country to solve intelligently the problems created by the un

leashing of atomic power. If a wrong course is taken, it could mean the 

destruction of our cities, death for millions of our people, and the 

possible end of our nation. To try and map out what course should be taken 

many people have been seeking information, and asking questions. The 

following are some of the basic questions which have been asked, and the 

answers that a large group of scientists who were active in the develop

ment of the atomic bomb have prepared. 

"Does the atomic bomb really change the situation?" The tremendous 

destructive power of the first atomic bombs was dramatically revealed in 

the demolition of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It is reasonable to expect that 

bombs of even greater destructiveness will be available in the near future. 

Aviation and rocket developments may make possible destruction of the 

principal cities, essential industry and military strength of any nation 

within a few hours or even minutes. A city may be demolished by a single 

inconspicuous mine, planted in advance. Such destructive power funda

mentally changes the situation existing before the advent of the atomic 

bomb. 
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"Can't we expect that a defense will be found?" Scientists can 

see no hope of adequate defense against the atomic bomb. The only con-

ceivable defense is not against the bomb itself, but against the carrier. 

Complete protection against all planes or rockets, which come without warn-

ing from any direction including the stratosphere, is more than can be 

expected from radar or any other foreseeable weapon. Furthermore, it is 

impossible to anticipate all the kinds of carriers or proj9ctiles which 

might be used. Because the first attack with atomic bombs might be de-

cisive, no opportunity to perfect a defense may be expected. 
~· 

"Can't we just keep the secret?" Ea~haps the greatest secret 

in connection with the atomic bomb was the fact that it was possible 

successfully to develop it. The War Department, by releasing the Smyth 

Report, has made public much information ~ pRrticularly maee-uu~ie 

the most essential secrets, i.e., it has described along what roads the 

development has to move in order to reach the goal. Once this is known 

any group which is determined to produce atomic bombs can follow any one 

of the roads indicated by the War Department's release and will then, 

step by step, rediscover what we have discovered and obtain the results 

which we have obtained. If all the information available were made 

public it would make it somewhat easier for other countries to follow 

in our footsteps. They would gain, however, months rather than years. 

Evea i£ we sent them the blueprints of our industrial processes we would 

n~t halF the much since it is more likely than n~t that they would wiah-

to imp~ove upon processes and construction which we used rather than 

foll~w ~h~& outdated pat~erns. To suppose that without access to our 
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blueprints scientists and engineers in other countries will require more 

than a few years to develop one of the several processes which we have 

successfully used would be f99lJioepay. ---~('~ ~~ , 

If we have any real secrets these consist in basic scientific 

information which has no bearing on the atomic bombs which are at present 

available but which would indicate along what roads to travel if we wish 

to carry the development beyond the stage which we have so far reached. 

The information released by the War Department gives other countries in-

formation which carries them beyond the position in which we found our-

selves in the B. te fall of 1942. It took us from then on three years 

to achieve the transfer from the laboratory to the battlefield. As far 

as knowledge is concerned, other countries which have access to uranium 

and which have a fraction of the technically trained personnel employed 

by the United States in this work should be able to produce atomic bombs/ 

if they are determined to do so
1
within two to five years. 

"Can the United States control the raw materials ? 11 The world. 

wide distribution of uranium ores makes it unlikely that the United States 

alone or jointly with the British Empire could monopolize this commodity. 

Apart from the deposits in the Belgian Congo, Canada, and the United 

States, there are deposits in Czechoslovakia dti::eloio yi.Blelod Ee bona oJ? 

The Czechoslovakian 

deposits may not be very significant, but it would be foolhardy to assume 

that, for instance, upon the vast territory which is controlled by Russia 
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in Europe and in Asia there could not be found uranium deposits once 

prospecting is carried out with such an extraordinary high premium on 

finding uranium. 

"Would we be vulnerable to atomic bombs?" Vulnerability to 

atomic bombs is greatest in industrial nations with large metr?politan 

centers. We are such a nation. In the not too distant future other 

nations might possess a few hundred atomic bombs which would be suffi-

cient to annihilate in a few minutes 60% of our industrial resources, 

paralyze 9Q1o of our productive capacity and destroy one third of our 

entire population. (These figures are based on the part of our popula-

tion and national economy which are concentrated in 30 metropolitan 

centers.) 

"Will more and better bombs protect our security?" We cannot 

rely on more and better bombs for more than a few years. After this time 

other nations could have enough bombs to cause tremendous destruction in 

the United States. Once each nation is armed with sufficient bombs to 

destroy the cities of other nations, the accumulation of more bombs is 

not of much avail. An attack by ~rockets, or by mines planted 

in advance in our cities, could be anonymous and we would not know against 

whom to retaliate. 

An armaments race in atomic weapons may well become the greatest 

single cause of a future war. The fear created in such a situation would 

imperil peace, and could lead to a war that no country want~ in times of ~ 

international stres~ t 



. (. 

( . 



There are those who believe that the solution lies 1n 

setting up, almost as a first step, a world government, limited 
' 

to a narrow area, i.e., the area of security MR or police functions. 

Others are inclined to believe that a world government, in order to 

be able to command the loyalty of people and h~ve appreciable sta-

bility, mus t, from the start, concern itself with the welfare of 

the people, to whom its power extends. Those who believe this 

may take the view that a considerable shift in the loyalty of 

people is a prerequisite for a stable world government, and that 

such a shift of loyalty cannot be brought about in a shorter time 

than perhaps one generation, i.e., about 25 years. If v.e allowed 

that much time for such a tre~sformation, we could bring about 

a considerable shift of loyalty, giving our children the adequate 

education. . Education is, however, only one of the factors that 

affect the loyalties of people and also it would seem safer not to 

wait two or three decades before bringing about a considerable shift 

of loyalties. If, starting soon, we could establish from year to 

year new}international institutions which would more and more af

fect oW:: lives and, affecting our lives, modify our loyalties, 

we could, perhaps, reach more safely the state of a genuine and 

stable world government in one genration. Even though the new 

institutions may go into operation, one after the otherJ' so that 

we approach, step by step, a world community, over an extended 

p.eriod of time, that need not necessarily mean that their creation 

has to be decided upon more or less haphazardly, step by step, 

Clearly it would be much better to have the whole pattern care-

fully thought out in advance and have the several nations agree 

to begin with to a fixed schedule for the establishment of these 

institutions. Only in the light of new experience and by practi-

cally unanimous consent of the several nations need deviations 

from this schedule be adopted. 
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If a carefully worked out pl~ould be adopted by several nations, 

within the next fev• years /=ct if the plan provided for a .fixed 
/ 

schedule for the transition period, people would Y~ow at all times 
•' ,. 

what to expeft and ~s long as that is the case, it would probably 
I 

t" 

not .matter very m~ch whether the total time of transformation 
./ 

were fixed at a/ ionger or a shorter period. What matters is 
/ 
I 

that world goyernment should appear as inevitable to most men 

as war appefs to many as inevitabil as present. 

Clearly , the crucial point in this transition will 

be reached when a world government in fact exists in the area 

of security or police functions. When that point i s reached, 

the right to abrogate might cease and cessation would become 

both illegal and, impossible, in fact. Opinions may dif1'er 

just nx:xius:.txx.tagex how early or late this point should be 

scheduled to come during the period of transformation. 

The discussion of such a long range program would go 

%m beyond the s cope of this chapter. The need .for it was men

tioned because ~Emxx~a.WtxxXN&%xxmxaxaxxx~~~~«X~ 

kBXXXEKtE~xxxtk&XMxtk~ . the author doubts that the danger of 

an arms race can be successfully averted unless the problem 

of creating a breathing spell and the problem of establishing a 
the 

world community that is X short range and the long range programs 

will be atta cked simultaneously, for, if we wish to avert an arms 

race, we will ba.ve to give up our own of atomic bombs and scrap 
full 

our o'hn manufacturing facilities before 'lle have :flati a fmdproof 

peace system. We shall have to take risks and we shall have 

to derive the courage to take risks from the conviction that we 

bave embarked on the solution of the problem of permanent peace~ 

\ 



It is the consensus of this group that it would be highly desirable, 

in order to provide the best basis for working out a durable peace, to have 

no atomic bombs available in the United States or any other country. We 

believe that the production of atomic bombs in the United States ought to 

be stoped if and when we can reach an agreement with the other countries 

concerned which ~ would offer us a reasonable guarantee that no move 

towards the manufacture of atomic bombs will be made so long as the agree

ment remains in force, and that any attempted violation would be detected 

and beoome known to the world. 

It is further the consensus of the group that such an agreement 

should authorize the agents of an international authority to supervise 

or inspect all relevant mining operations, to inspect all industrial 

installations which use uranium, and to exercise surveillance at other 

relevant key points. 

The agreement should provide a fixed schedule for the establish

ment of supervision by the International Agency, the disposal of exitting 

stockpiles, and the dismantling of existing installations for the produc

tion of atomic explosives. 

Large scale atomic power installations shall be permitted but 

with certain restrictions. The purpose of these restrictions is to make 

it impossible to achieve production of bombs from these installations 

within less than a six months period of conversion. Sma~l scale installa

tions, sufficient for the production of radioactive materials for scientific, 
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medical, and industrial uses will not be affected by these restrictions. 

An integral part of the proposed agreement would be the removal 

of all secrecy regulations so far as they concern activities relating to 

atomic energy. It ;~uld be highly destrable that this agreement should 

create conditions under which the scientists and engineers shall be free 

to disclose violations of the agreement to an international authority 

and that those who do so should be guaranteed immunity by being auto

matically removed from the jurisdiction of their respective national 

governments. 



It is the aoJ!..eensus of this group that it would be highly desirable~ 

in o d r to provide the best basia for working out a durable peace, to 

have no atomic bombs available in the United States or any other count~. 

We believe that the production of atomic bombs in the United St te ought 

to be .,topped if and when we oen reach an agreement with the other 

countries c.oneem.ed which 'fl'Ould offer us a re cnable guarantee that 

no move towards the m.anuf oture of atanio bombs will be made so long 

as the agr ement remains in force , and that any attempted violation 

would be detected and become known to the world . 

It is further the consensus of the group that we out;ht to act'ept. 

aa a first step~ an agreement thst would authorize the agents of an 

international Authority, to be set up under the United Nations organization. 

to supervise or inspect all relevant mining operations, to inspect all 

indu trial installations Vlhich use urani\Jll, and to exct,trciae surveillance 

at other relevant key points . 

The a~reement should provide a fixed seh dule for the establish-

ment of supervision by the International Agency, the disposal of existing 
existing 

stockpiles. and the dismantliD8 of/installations for the production ot 

ato ic explosives . 

An integral part of the proposed agreement WtJuld be the ranoval 

of all aecrea,y regulations so far as the.y concern activities relating 

to atomic energy . This agfeeraent should also provide for cooperative 

efforts in the field of atomic research and development. under the 

auspices of the International Agency, auch s an international 

survey of and prospecting for ure.niun ores, the establishment of an 
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In~ernational In titute for Nuclear Studies. international congresses. 

and other means adapted to pn>mcl.ting the growth of mutual o nfideneo and 

*o strengthening international cooperation. 

It was sufgested that the Govemment of the United States 

should make 1t eles.r at an early date that it lllrea.dy has an obligation 

to refrain from uslng anned force except in accordance vlith the United 

Nations charter and that this obligation applies to atomic bombs . 

l '" \ ' 





In order to obtain an accurate value ror 

it is necessary to use an arrangement in which a larg 

fraction of the neutrons emitted b the source but absorbed 

as t1ermal neutron by uranium. In order to ac11eve t :us 

a sphere of gra.hite of about 60 em. diameter will be im

bedded in paraffin or water and the spherical layer of 

uranium having a diameter of about 40 em. is embedded in 

t is graphite . The neutron source is placed in the center 

of the grapnite sphere and thermal neutrons are .r duced 

both in paraffin or water and in t~e graphite. A large 

fr ction of· the thermal neutrons produced may be ab orbed 

in the uranium layer apart from tl1e tn.ermal n8utrons which 

are produced in tte water or paraffin in the proximity of 

the graphite sphere and which difuse into the graphite and 

are ultimately absorbed by the uranium. 

The number of thermal neutrons absorbed in the water 

is determined by measuring in four different 

set-ups ~ These set-ups are the follo ing: 

1 . In the absence of both cadmium and uranium layers . 

2. In the presence of the cadmium layers but iithout the 

uranium layers . 

·3. In the presence both of the cadmium layers and the 

uranium. 

4 . In the pre ence of ths uranium layer without the 
cadmium layers . 
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In this way we obtain four values for I.: 

Since t he absorption of neutrons in th8 carbon can be re6ulated, 

the value I. obtained in t he first experiment gives us a 

measure of the number of neutrons emitted by the source. 

The second e~ eriment gives ·us information about the 

t hermal neutrons absorbed in t he cadmium since obviously the 

difference can be considered as a measure of this 

quantity. In the second experiment we can also rr<easure the 

gradient of the thermal neutJ:-on density ill the graphite inside 

and outside of the cadmi~~ spheres Rl ~1d R2 1 and if we designate 

the value of these gradients CJ.t Gl and G2 we may write for the 

number of' thermal ne· .. rtrons abs·:>rbed by t he cadmium sharex~ 

The factor can thus be determined by measur.-1ng Al 

and A2 in the second experiment. 

In the third experiment neutrons are absorl)ed as t hermal 

neutrons by cadmium and water by a said number of neutrons 

R does not reach thermal velocities but wi~ be absorbed at 

resonance by the uranium layer. We can determine this number 

by measuring the gradient of the thGrmal neutron density outside 

and inside of the spherical layer at Rl and R2 and the value of 

the integral I in the water we then have. 



In the third experiment we may further measure with 

a cadmium shielded indium, or even better iodine; indicator. 

The average intensity of the corres onding resonance neutrons 

in a 10 em. layer on both sides of the uranium layer and we 

thus find for this average resonance neutron intensity some 

value designated by P~. 

In the fourth experiment we shall again measure the 

gradients of the thermal neutron density A B, 

the integral of t!i.~ thermal neutron density in the water I 

and the average neu.tron density in the. neighborhood of the 

uranium layer P4. 

The number of neutrons, N. emitted from the uranium 

in the fourth experiment is then given by 

In this expression the first term gives the number of 

neutrons absorbed as thermal neutrons in water. 

The seeond term gives the ~~ber of neutrons absorbed as 

thermal neutrons in uranium. 

The third term gives the number of neutrons absorbed 

by uranium with resonance. 

The fourth term 1s the number of neutrons emitted b,y 

the source. 

Accordingly we have four 
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Let ua now first determine t he number of ther~a neutrons which 

are absorbed by a sinF,le uranium sphere of radius R embedded in an 

infi nite space filled with carbon if ~ thermal neutrons are produced 

per cc and sec. in the carbon. If R is lar ~e compared to)/{)/ themean 

free path for elasic scattering of thermal neutrons in carbon/ the den-

sity j of the thermal neutrons in the carbon can be calculated by treating 

the problem as a diffusion phenomenon. We thus find for ;o as a fUnction 

of the distance r from the cehter of the sphere 

}) (C) d 'Lf-r-;1 - f'f{)rf ~ Q (r ) r- -=o 
tl-r-"L 

J)( )= 1r }., (( d .s {)-=-
-v- C7 (l; 

M ) 6lr « J 3 I 

If the same number of thermal neutrons are produced everywhere in the 

carbon per cc and 

For &-sphere which absorbes each theraal neutron which reaches it~l( 

surface i.e. for a " black" sphere we have [(If) ~Oand'tria~~~ > /( 
~- a, I( - (-r--R) h. f ~) -= Sf() ( I - ;;: e. 'It ) 

If = ~y= A(C!_ ~GJl<) = )...(() v ~IJ! 
}""-the ~ber V::herm~(~~utrons ~h~!

7

ie absorbed by a single 

uranium sphere per sec. is given by 

7 J I<_= !J(C) ft;;-/( J (I?) 

and for a black uranium sphere we find from No. s--
.f J. #.. = 4-?; ~ R 11.,_ ( I f- R~_.; ) 

where fl has the dimension of a le~and will be called 

the range of thermal neutrons in carbon. 

.. 
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The purpose of this report is to describe a "peristaltic" 

method for carrying out successive recrystallizations. Among other 

applications this method could be used for purifying various 

metals and the purification of plutonium by this method appears 

to deserve particular consideration. 

1. Purification of Metals.--If we have to deal with a 

metal which would attack in the liquid state the wall of the 

container the "peristaltic" method of purification proposed in 

this memorandum might be applied in the following form: 

The metal is contained in a tube which is long compared 

to its diameter and is internally heated, for instance by sending 

an alternating current through it. By cooling the tube to a 

certain extent along its whole surface and at the two ends we 

can always make sure that the metal remains frozen in the im

mediate vicinity of the wall of the tube throughout the whole 

length of the tube. Now in order to obtain a "peristaltic" 

apparatus alternate sections of the tube along the axis will be 

cooled strongly and weakly so that in the weakly cooled sections 

the metal in the interior of the tube will be liquid and in the 

strongly cooled sections the metal will be solid throughout the 

whole cross section of the tube. Two liquid sections are thus 

separated by one solid section. A lively circulation can be 
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maintained within the liquid sections through the combined action 

of the temperature distribution within the liquid section and the 

action of gravity. For instance, if the axis of the tube is 

vertical the liquid metal at the top of a liquid section will be 

in contact with a frozen section and will sink down to the bottom 

of the section and thereby a circulation will be maintained. If 

in the cooling system which is responsible for the establishment 

of the alternate cola and hot zones is moved slowly downward 

until the displacement corresponds to full identity period and is 

then quickly shifted back upward to the original position we ob

tain a continuous motion of the system of solid and liquid sections 

f~om the top of the apparatus towards its bottom. Impurities 

dissolved in the metal which are less soluble in the solid phase 

than in the liquid phase will, after a while, concentrate at the 

bottom of the apparatus and in the stationary state the concen

tration of such impurities may increase from to~ to bottom by a 

factor of an if n is the number of liquid sections and a is the 

ratio of solubility of the impurity in the liquid and solid phases. 

If the tube is horizontal rather than vertical we may also 

have adequate stirring of the liquid sections through the action 

of gravity. In this case both axial ends of the liquid sections 

the cold liquid will sink down and it will raise up in the control 

plane of the liquid section. An even more lively circulation can 

be obtained by rotating the tube around its axis. Under the action 
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of the centrifugal gravitational field the liquid will then move 

radially outward at both axial ends of the liquid section and will 

move radially inward in the center plane of the liquid section. 

If we wish the peristaltic motion to be directed toward the right 

end of the tube the cooling system will have to be moved slowly 

from left to right until the displacement corresponds to a whole 

identity period and then the cooling system will have to be pushed 

back suddenly into its initial position. 



The following questions have to be considered: 

1. If the graphite is cooled by gas and without contact between the 

uranium and the gas, heat has to go through a gap between uranium and graphite. 

How small has this gap to be made in order to lose less than half of the total 

temperature drop between surface of metal and cooling gas in the gap? ~nat is 

the relationship between h and size of the gap which correspond to the same 4 T 

for various gases and various pressures? Can a given thermal contact be made 

between uranium and graphite? 

2. Can we make an air-cooled machine in which the air flows in Karba.de 

tubes and the uranium and the graphite are in helium or hydrogen? 

3. Can hydrogen be used at 10 atm. without interfering with the re-

action? 

4. What is the power requirement for helium cooling in the Dralis ar-

rangement at 1 atm. pressure, at 20,000, and at 100,000 KW/10 tons? In 

Dralis' arrangement, how is radius of metal rods in bundles determined, by 

~ 
thermal conductivity or by~? How does this depend on the pressure and 

L1 T in metal? What isfkg;s velocity in the bundle? 



Cooling with water or heavy water 

If a water is used for cooling it is best to use a cylindrical 

arrangement or more precisely, cylindrical clusters. A number of 

uranium rods of perhaps 3 to 5 .rrun. in diameter can be bundled together in a 
' f ..._f_ • lt. 

Karbade tube and water can be made to flow through the tube. If ordinary 

water is used in this arrangement there will be some loss due to an increase 
(l 

in the surface absorption of urani-wn. However, not the total surface of the 

uranium which is produced by the clusterization has to be counted as new 

surface since there is a very high chan~e for a neutron which leaves a 

uranium rod in the bundle to enter another uranilun rod before colliding with 

the hydrogen or oxygen atoms. 



l. Experiments for Sea borg: bombard plutonium and ure.r.Lnm with 

alpha particles. 

2. After reconditioning o: cycle raise magnetic field and bombard 

urW!ium with H3. Pnrpose to obtain a mixture of pJutonium and supra-

plutonium. 

a. If supra plutonium has only a weak alpha emission, determina-

tion of fission to alpha ratio on l microgram sample will show whether 

supra plutonium is fiisionable with thermal neutrons. If supra ulutoniQ~ 

~ has a strong alpha emission then the amount of plutoni.um 

will have to be determined by differentiating between the two different 

alpha particle ranges after which determination of alpha to fissioTl. 

ratio will show whether supra nlutoniQ~ is fissionable. Alternatively, 

by determining of fission per weight we might learn whether supra 

plutonium is thermally fissionable. u240 would also be formed in this 

experiment but is chemically different from ulutonium so that it would 

not interfere. 

3. Bombardment of plutonium with very fast cyclotron neutrons 

in an attempt to form plutonium 236. This would be done in the hone 

that plutonium 236 is spontaneously fissioning and would provide a 

fission neutron source for e~eriments. An alternative suggested by 

Hamilton would be to bombard neptunj_um 237 (if this material can be 

obtained in quantity from Clinton) with deuterons in the hone of ob-

taining plutonium 236. 
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4. Yield of H3 bombardment. It is estimated that 10 cc of H3 

would have to he3.t in form of ions a uranium target in order to produce 

one microgram of plutonium and supra-plutonium. A~ether this is 

practicable will depend both on the recovery arran,_:ements of the cyclo

tron and the production arrange!Jlents at Clinton an -t possibly at W. 

l cc per day could be produced at Clinton if we poison l% and 250 cc 

co,lld be produced per day at Hanford if we poisoned Banford by 1%. 
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1. The main pu rpose of our work i s to make a chain 

reaction with neutral uranium used primarily for the production 

of element 94. 
~ 

2. It might be n ecessa ry to h ave stages i n the pro-

duction of 94, namely,a stageof slow production in which 94 

is produced from natura l uranium, and the second stage in which 

there is a r apid transformf!tion of the total amount of uranium 

238 into 94. 

3. We may expect from our present kno wledge tha t a 
'~ J • • ' 

chain re ~ ction will go vdth pure uranium and pure gra)hite. 

4. Conditions would be most f avorabl e if pure ura nium 

met al would be used at a high temperature , but with sufficient 

cooling so that uranium met al and the surrounding graphite j\rould 

be colQ. and ,the rest of the graphi-te WOJ.lld be hot~ J1 ~( ~ t( 
. r- ~ ~ v..- ~A..~~ • ~·v<.. fr , /o k / /l t 5. While it is cert ain tha t ura niu met al is better han 

uranium oxide or ura nium ca rbide, it is not possible to say 

how much better the uranium met al would be. 

6. Practical considerations may make it imperative 

to use in the industrial stage uranium in the form of ca rbide 

rather than i n the for~ of metal. 

7. The problem of he at transfer is capable of a satis-

factory solution and it does not cause consi a erable difficulty to 

transfer one million killovvatts per ten tons of ura nium. One 

system of cooling which ha s been considered in det 3il makes u s e 

of li quid bismuth (see paper of February 1940 )and a detailed 

memorandum oh this subj ect could be submitted if reQuire~. 
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8. The chief difficulties andr.the only serious 

difficulties which at present have to be anticipated concern the 

poisoning of the chain reaction by the accumulation of fission 

product..-s which ha1£ been cons idered by Vheeler and Wigner, 

and the difficult~of handling the uranium which ha s t aken 

part in the chain reaction and which is strongly radioactive. 

As far as the poisoning of the chain reaction by fission productions 

is concerned, I should like to defend the thesis that it is not auite 

as dangerous a s would appear from the considerations of \Vheeler 

and Wigner. 

9. the Princeton experiments n the first place 
(~ /A-.e_ ~ ~ce. 

and)experiments on the capture of~ hundred thousand volt neutrons 

by uranium (see memorarilim of Marshall and Szilard dated 

) :.e sho~ tha t there. i~ 

much ··nore capture of high energy neutrons by ura nium as ret: ,t 
anticipated. This is an additional rea son for believing that the 

most favorable uranium farbon ratio might be in the neighborhood 

of ten percent uranium rather than in the neighborhood af the 

ratio used in the Schermerhorn experiments. VVhile it is QUite 

possible that the use of very small spheres of oxide, recently 

proposed by Wigner, is most f avorable, 1t is not possible to know 
there are 

this for certain in view of the f act that/many other factors, 

none of which are known ~~th sufficient accuracy to to drawn a 

conclusion. At present it is equally pos sible to defPnd the thesis 

that uranium metal spheres of tliTee to four em radius or even 

larger spheres used at higher temperature would be more aavantageous, 
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since both the effect by fission neutrons at the temperature 
/().) 

favor larger size s heres and high density .fl The temperature effect 

is of importance only if the uranium spheres a re sufficiently 

l arge to be somewhat black for thermal neutrons . T ':'ro different 

ca ses have been~ calculated by ~eld and myself ; (a 

memorandum could be submitted on this sub j ect if requested) 

~The ca se of equal temp eratures i n the uranium and carbon; 

b)the uranium at about six hundred centigrades and ca rbon at about 

eighteen hundred centigrades; together ~~th the uranium, a 

certa i n amount of graphite in the neighborhood of the uranium E"Dhere 
0... 

is kept at tm"El lo we r t emperatu re and heat is submitted by radi"Q1~ 

the graphite at low 

temperature. About one hundred thirty thousand kil;io 'latts per 

ten tons of uranium would thus be submitted and would t ake ca re of 

the heat liberated in the graphite by the chain r eaction. ~ GC 
f actor of about 1.1 to 1.12 could be won in this way. 

Fission by fission neutrons was studied b Marshall and 

Szilard (memorandum of .~.~o vember 14 , 1941) and the slowing down of 

neutrons in uranium was studied by Szilard and Ziru1 (see memorandum 

of ). From these re sults it i s possible to estimate 

the contribution to fi ssion by fission neutrons to the chain reaction. 

A memorandum of the effect of size and density of the ura nium spheres 

on this contribution is being prep a red by Feld and myself, md 

will be available if requested in J anuary of this year. This contri bu
q_ 

tion is about ~ factor of 1.023 for the Schermerhorn ex~ eriment 
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of Anderson and Fermi , and would be abou t a f actor of 1 . 1 for 

a uranium sphere of 8 em r adiu s ( increase over Schermerhorn by 

factor 1.077) and it would be a f actor from 1 . 045 for a 

uranium sphere of 4 em radius (increase by fa cto r of 1.~225 

over Schermerhorn). 



F C;.;.J.t- ~X_J';;ll:l .... en val worl .. 8.J:hl calet.l.L8 L.l0U~ based o• 1 to 
res1.lts aa.l'w it a,_. ~car .P~)s:ible tnat :Ln tr.e La._·.~~ i·::~.te f tt re a 
nuclear ch&.ir .. :!.'eactiJn mi --11t be ::;et up uaL. r certain we l.!. spe~i
i"ied COHCJ.i. t 1 r.mz in a S,VStelll GUlli!)) Sed Of ura.niU:U O:xi C ;n" ;l.'Uphi te • 
In 1/.:..eu of L.t..i.s ~J1d .)i.,.t._,_r p SdiblllLies it seems desirabl0 

1. ..;.b.::~: it Bl":uul' bv ijld.ue t!1e res1)0nsibility o"' s'Jme person 
r>r IJE.>r·;;ons to 'i Len on oe.aa.Ll of t1 e ·~overn nent the f ..trtncr develp-
mcnt 0i' tn~s brs.ncn of I·eaeaL'Ch, so i..,1l'l.t tn · ~ov ·rnment st :> J la. 
be at 13r:v tl..ne iu tau o.Jit.i n o:L ta.t.du~ sucn ac~~ ion a.., it o.eems 
ap )r Jo.,_ ... i Tte; 

c. . t at soille person o.c p ~.c ons w:w ~-ave the c on:rid..:>ncP. i' t 1e 
g vern, ent should ta.~-ce u )C)fi vher selves "'1.,1· t.;Ec~3.l~ oi' .r' ,g tner1a -; t.hls 
brancn oi· research, of insuring tha-c i i; · . ..Jul not uffer 1 · om l.ick 
of faclL.ties, and of prcpat.·ing t E' grv.....nds f r eXl?eriments on a 
lar -'e sc· le, wt i.cn might become necess·iry. 

vbv~rvati0n to tl e ebove. 

~.:he i: ::nrly luru;e q1wnti ti ~s of mat.eri 'Jl, 'aic! mit<_;n ti r;e 1·e t ~~ired 
f :n~ per:ror· inc; lar·;e - scale ex.pc.rlilwntn, mlgllt pern 31) s be secured, 
wit ... ,)ut drn:wi e; on exi8ting -funds, b:y enllsting the A.~-l~t-r .. ce of 
certain in u .::.trlal ... iru..s in t1. . U. '3.A. . and of the Un.i ·~n .... lni:...re 
<lu Haut Ka1,3.nga. i~Lost of the a.rnt ~.r·l ali required are or·oa..uced by 
lar~;Se corporat,i.Jns who own ur;,.niu.m mines and :wuld therttf:lre 
directly berler·it i t.l1e present 'eve lovm:;nt cree~.ted 'Jl':l.rl.:et f)r 
uraniUlll. bor.a.e of these fi.r.:::1s co..J.ld be a'J ~' roacned now vi th a. view 

f 0btRi1in~ tbe promise o · thslr ass · at~nce . 

t.l.. 

At present it appears quite possl ble tbat a. nuclear cnain 
reac-cion c .)ula be set up in a s:vs""Gem coili_posed of uranium oxide 
(or uranium metal) d graphite . THe ,gra mil:;e wou l<i have to 
be piled up in a spac e o1 perht:..ps 4 x 4 x 4 metres 'IDd might weigh 
about 1 J) metric tons . Perhaps l'J x 20 tons of ur·anium oxide 
would have to be used, e bedded in some such p .. _le OI graphl t • 

rf'he __ ;rob· ble success or failure of such large-scale ex ·Brit.nent 
c a..'1 not be forecast at present '·~ i 1JL. any degree o.r assurance , ·he 
properties of a system comp.:>se of uranl u.r1 ;.;n<.i ¥·aphi te have l.;een 
c lculatc d independently, I"or a ho21ogene 'us mixture by Ferm~, for 
a lattice of sp~~eres of urFUllum oxide, ur uraniu.m o;;tal, ~- nbedC. d 
i n -3;r:.1 phite, oy m~self. Ihe results of t :1ese t r·o independf';nt 
calculati.Jns are in reasonable agree.nent '1nd ,}~.ow that t .. 1e two 
inde L)endent calculations are ln. reasonaole af)ree11ent and show 
that the t ·o , r.ran:.~·e "'n·cs h..::~ve d~ff~rent properties . ror in.;.;ta.1ce, 
i 1 the case o:f uo.i.ng a. latt.Lce of spheres a sreat ad van ""GatS~ c:)u ld 
be obt ined :; usl.ng uraniu- J.il ·tal in~~ ead "~f Ut ·an iurr: o- · de, here as 
i n t'1~ case of tl e ao11ogen o.1s lx"Lure t.ae uGe of ur· ninm metal 
101.1. l d te of no p·reat. advanta~e . In s )it of these c1.lc J.lati')llS, we c~ 
can.."lot forete l i t.n cert ·:1..inty :nether o r n t a nuc le~ r chain 
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react. ion can t>e m: in .. 8 ined .. n bUeh a ayst. -)m because the hb :orption 
cr ss-acct..i. )ll of (~&l:·L n for u ... ow llel~·tt")ns i ) 't ,t Hlfficl ?ntly 
kno·Jn. 

In Jl':· -~r vo remove this inct;rtuinty :<~~rrni ~.o I n~~vt» evi od 
two \ilffel'ent e::- peri:netns ~)~r mem1s of w' ~ch tae a s r )tion cro. ~s
sect.Lon :) carb~I., ,.., lich is very ama 1, could be e sured. It l. 

asau:t·ea. th'lt one of t.heee experh.aente, or b •,th of them, will be 
:Jturted ..:.t um ·a Hniveraitv as soon at? the f cil'ties required 
can b, ob~ui1ed. -

Ii 1w ~ buorpti(>n of c::1rhon should turn out to be C')m.para.ti ve l y 
l arge w<..~ could conclude that tho l 1·-ge- acale e.xp ,.rbJ.ent is bound 
t .f?Ul., s.nd in i.Jois ca.~>e : t need not be et rtod. If the abs rption 
of carb n S11·mld prove to be exceedingly s;;n:= 11 the lart;e- scale 
expt::rime t . ~ d !lJI )ear to b · vex:y J)romiaing, · nd. it can be astum.ed. 
that eVt!r' "Lody ,,i l!. the b ..i..l f~vor of at ~rting it rJ. thout djl • 

(r,:f)rtunately, ,e ... u..~t be cls r~p!lrod to fino. an lnt·l'r 
medicte v· 1'-le f-:>. ti· 7 tv·r~;on rbsor.pt ·on . In his co.se ~ l·lrge- r;cal e 
experi::cent .J.ll n .. ve to be performed in ordl'::~· to f~nd out vH.-~.e ts 
or not a nucle r euai.n. re~zc•. i n ca.n oe o::o.cnieved •,itn ~ co1ubination 
ot llr· Il.i.Ull' hud gra¥rL. te . R -ne a..y .i .. a.ve ro .. ake th ~ exnarim nt 
end r.Lsk itiS possiole 'fai.lure . 

I· s.w lld be born(~ in uind that a negative res,llt of the large 
s c ale e:xp::: i eat G,u.:.c. also be of value by Gh"~-·i~ 'Vi 'h c -· rtainty 
t nat.. a. chr..in ·eaction canno'C be a r ieved with si:nple r eanr; in tue 
near .future.. 0-. .. lerl.iaetlll:lre re;!lflins an ev I..' pre~ent pota ntial 
threat arising 1U't' o.t· (;X eri -..-. nts on uraniutll, ··,·hich • re car·ri ed 
vut in cartui.n other countrio • 'i:herefore , in .my Det'sonal ~pinion 
a l£~.rge-eor:..le expe ··i ::ent ought to be per )rrt."d u.nless <1he poe.sibilit;y 
of 1 ts 8ucceas can be excluded • i th rtHlSonable a.SfHli'r-inC:e o n the 
basi s of experl:neuts 1i':h1ch a · d(::Si•_91e'1 to deter ·•Iine the abs )rp ion 
o:f carbon, or o' her similar e.x.par .i.u:~:nte which can be earri•;d ut 
o., a m der·ntely Sl!'lall scale . 

~;o ex L'f.u?~S r;.e;;.G. 'l:Je incu red. in connectLm · 'i th l r~e-scal 
:xperiw.ants until d'A _. absorption of caroon has b<.~en measu.red. )n 

the :>tJ.H3T ht.:ind, ::st, .JJS ou rb.t to bo:.l .~aken !lOW in ord r to , repare 
the ~r nmd l'Ol' e l:..:.r~e-sc<-~le expGr·inh'm t- , so that this c n oe started 
;- i t.h )Ut de lay ,r,_ t t.;b.e ,pro pe . tim J . 'For ll'lf t-mce, 'the poss · t ili ty 
·f eonver·: ,ing uraxt •i ox:td iflto t .. r,J.nimn n-:: .al ur;ht to be~ 1 eed . 
A.n atte pt mi:_;h 1.: ta b-r mQ.dc tQ obtain a. pT omise on the part of 
certain 1n ·u .. trial c.1rpoz:a .ions to suppl at 'the 1 roper ime ~he 
qua.ut;i tieo oi.' ,.b., ...Lat; ~r5 .. ~ls, hi en arc re ·:uired . If oes · .. le , t uese 
materJ.als u~:,·t t· be lo· ed wir~.'.out ~Y fin. ncial con. iaeration. 
13 ·ri '3 h "ccicL..,nt in the c~ se of a s ccesaf'..ll l r ;e-sc ... le e ·:p rlcrent 
•o t ol' t.1 t •ria.J.s used rould re. ain u.r~aff ctod an~ ~) .... ld b-
ret rned ai't · t Le exfn1·im~.n t is complete • 
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10' metric tons oi o;raphi te r .;resent a V'llt~e of ab •ut 
$ 53 .0- .l ) at; the ra·ce of~ . 15 perlb. I1 a purer brand of graphite 
has to be used, -~rn..Lch r&tes &.t . :::.'-+ per lb, t e V'.lA.e involved 
W01 ld be $ 53.00U.-

20 e t..l:ic L·)ns ,')f 11ranium oxide renr sent a value of ~ 1 '10 . 000 
at the r·3.te o ~ '! 2. _70 yer lb. I:C it need not b, converted into 
urFJniUI11 .u8- al but can be used in the form. of qxide in the large
scale exp "! iment, t;J.lis mat·~rial c )Uld be kei)t ;mre and c0ula be 
retu1·ned unddJl;.-s.ged . It would be de~·lr'o'ble to h. ve up to 50 to.1s 
of u.rc.H.~-lum oxlo.e rea.uily available for experLnents in ,,he llnit: d States . 

~~~~~~~~-~~~--~~ie~~~i~~GA~ 

It would be :)f particular v lue to enlist the ar;;sistance of 
this Belgian corporation · hich i z to some extent controlled by 
t e BeL ian Government . It appears to be the only cor'Joration fthi. ch 
could SU)ply at snort notloe 2•) ...:.'l.·;tric tons of uranitun 0x:i de, a...nd Jrobab 
even 5r tons . I 'lJl.ders tt-md tha , thv • .lana _:ing Dlrector, f.ttr. 1.;~ . Renr;ier 
is :>n a sh8rt vL:>i t in Arn.er ica. . 

F.:r om conversations WI.tic.b. Prof·::ssor G. B. :Fe :ra.:ru of 1.. lu1nbia 
University had lith a r prBse.nt CJ..t ive of ·che Eldorado Gold llltines , Ltd . 
i t appears that tni s Cancadian corporation might l)e able to supply 
ur:m.ium oxide f0r our purposes 9. t the ra i;(:l of l ton pt;r week. If the 
ur j_ni um oxide were to be ·bou.~ht ratl.~.cr than obtained as a ~·ift or a 
loan, it night be secv .. red from Canada r;>robably .jus·t as easil -v as from 
Brlgium. On til othe ''ide, the Canadian corporation is rather small 
and c &n h-lrdly be asked to ~i ve mva;.~ 1::-,rge quanti ties of ?.Tlf-lte rial 
without f'ir.·::nci ~1 c w.pe.as8.tion, 

So far, radium up t . a~out 2. 5 ~Tams was 1w ed in our experiments , 
and '~;e ad to 9ay hi.3t. r ent to a subsidi o_ry of' the UnJ. on 1.iini<3re, r.he 
only corporst lon from '!'which l a r ge qua.n-ci ties of ra(li um can be 
readily rented in. ·th~s c o t1t ry. \n .-·tt,.m t o.i. .,·ht to be lll.ade to 
obtain radiu for tL e purposes of such experi:uents rent-free from 
the Union ~Yl.ini~re in the future . 

Carnotites containing uz·anium are mined in the u . q.A . by the 
U. S. Vanadi um. Cor.l)oratlon vvhich is omed b;v the Uuion C r~.~o r. and 
Carbide Cor.oration. A convers~~ion wh1~n I recently had with 
1. illiam F. Barrett , Vice-President of t is c rDoro.tion, did hot 
encourae;e tr1e hope of obtaining large qnp 1ti ties of ur~.t11ium oxide 
fro;n this f irm, b ,t t:ne issue could perhAps be reopened. 

As far as I was aole do find out, pitchbi!end ,which is 
an or e ·r'ich in ur·:-.nLlln, i s m.i.ned in Czechoslovakia , Canada and 
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Belgian Con?; '?. 1I'he total content 0.f ura ium i::1 -::he de"JoGi t 
in Czechoslovakia is estimated to be between lUJO una. 150J tons . 
The Ca.nadi:m deposit visibl;v conte.l.c.s a tot·l of )0>0 tons. 
The a1n0unt of pi t chblend in the Belgian Con o in not knownt but 
it is be lieveo 1iO be very mt~ch lar er. In 1:;11c United ~ ~atea uranium 
occurs chiefly in the f rm of carnotites, "hieh is an ore po·:>r 
in uranium , and is mined for the sake of its vanadium content . 
~'he total depo' it is estiEJ.ated to c?ntain 3000 tons of uranium. 
oxide. r ..t?eT·haps tnere are in the United i;-; ~a t es la:rb'~ r quanti t ies 
of ()re co:1t::.:.inin1!; a. very small amount of' ura..."lium Wrlicn are not 
included in the above estimate.) 

Steps to secure a stock of uranium ores for the )overnmAnt 
can haruly oe rec .Jlttrew.led at th oresent ti r...._·.., if such steps w0uld 
involve financial c mruitm.ents iri the part of the '3overn.oent. I t 
m .ght, hawever, be advisable to begin to study t :1e question in w!"!at 
manner -tn.::; ,~ove rnmen,; cou la s ~ c .1 re such a stock at a la·ter date 
if requlrea. . 

Ji'or amstance1~ the quest ion has been raised whethar it mignt 
not be possible to obtain for th0 government a lar 0 e quantity of 
pitchblend t·ron: Belgium as a token reparation pa.ym.ente Suc l' a 
transaction would not ca~se alarm abroad if it were arranged oefore 
the world learns of th e result of some successful lar;;e-scale 
experiment. ro.b.e transaction could be justified wihtout reference 
to thG uranium c0ntent of' tb e ore. "='i tchbl .nd is also t n.e ore 
of radium, and action could be taken .-m the 6 r o'J.nd of securing tho ore 
of radium, and action could De taken on -che ground of securing the ore 
for th3 sake of its radium content, with a view ·of ex"t;racting the 
radium at some future d'=>.te for medical purposes. Ac1:;ion taken 
011 this ground s.lone .mi ;.;ht ir i:'act be entirely justified. 



In order to achieve this it is proposed to h3vc Rr er~iched 

core: w~ich is not too rich in plutonium and accordirgly coes ho-'c 

~ave too hi~h or~ mul"iplication constart. In that case the 

leakage of the re 1tror:s from t.t.e erriched core ir.to the pe~i 1-.eral 

l ayer may be kept sufi'ic ie ntly low to have ir t:r·e inner core full 

replacement arcl pe:chaps even ar increo. e cf the amount of plu-':.o,..ium 
~ ~~ L:... :/ 

during tr•e course of the chain reaction~ :t7 -hc~£-tendency of the 
t#' T4-..; I ; ,/(" 

effective multiplication factor of the arr~n~e~ent to increase in the 

course of t~e c: uin reac~ior. Another reason for not ~win~ a too rich 

mixture in the in er co re is the fact th~t the vc.lue of :?, is 
/L / 

highest for lovr c o!'ccntrations of plutoniuf'1 L-!"!rl we carPot use a too -
rich mixture without lo','Ier'r:g the munber of neutrons prod :ced per 

fission ol' plutor.iur . • 



Fission neutrons appear to be more effective in produci~g 

hi.gh energy reactions such as (n,p) and (n,c(.) reac+ions th n boron neutrons 

and we may therefore assume t~at t h ey are :nore effective in producing the 

(n, 2n) reaction in uranium. 
2:'1'7 

Tur:kevich finds that in the X pile u-" I 

is produced b:,r an ( n, 2n) reaction in the amount of about l~~ of the 

plutonium prod-:.1ced. Th is would meal'l that about ¥a of the !'eutrons lead 

to the em iss ion of one addi tiona} r..outron in an ( n, 2n) rGactio!"'. 1~ow 

in the X pile according to Weil'lberg ' s es-':imate base d on ~ Oiss~ 

. 3 and tf : 2.6 there is an increase of the m.ul tiplicatlon factor oi' 

about 3% arisillS from fast neutron fission ir 28 , which means t ' .&t about 

3 = 1 . 9'/o of the fission neutr.~ r s co.use fission in 28 . S irce 
2 . 6 - l 

about . 5% of the neutrons cause an ( n, 2n) reacti0n at i:) the cross section 

for this reaction would be ~ = .075. Since the inelastic cross 

section may be taken at 2.7 the (n, 2n) would contribute about •
075 = 2.5% 

3 

to the chain reaction ard~lue ti.. given abo1re 'sould have to be :ircr; ased 

from 1 . 2 to 1 . 225 if we nssune tr.at no (n , 2n) reactioT' + kes place with 

boron neutrons . 

-



--

. . .. ., 
·., ~ .. _ 

Insert: 

Th is value 2-.can be c alculated als9 if,_the releva11t cross 

sectio~s are k r own and we 

~.,r> ~ 
with the v~lues of ~ 

-
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In a p eliminary report (CK-1077) prepared over a year ago 

W;ee production of plutonium f 0!:1 u238 !~S discussed . Of f&rticular 

interest nppcared to be systems il~ 'V~ich u238 '1; initia ly 

enriched with plu+oritu"ll ard it was poir>ted out t~1.::.t r&rticulurly 

favcr:1ble conditions for the productior of plu-conium in such enriched 

mixtures can be obtained by .. uir:taining a f3si r>eutron chain reaction 

in the absence of slo,ir~ agerts such as graphite , etc. In such a 

purely fast neutron chuin reaction it is possible to uti1 ize in tre 

ctain reaction the fast neutron fission of u238 
t o a higher degree 

than in the chain reaction in which the neutrons are slowed down /r-
thermal energies. For this reason it appeared to be reasonable fir·st 

t o cor.s ider such pure fast r.eutron chain reactions maint::..i red in a 

mixture of plu or.ium and u238 ·;.hich is sufficiently rich in plutoriun 

t o be capable of :nai'rtaining a chain reaction ir tbe absence of 

slov· rg agents. I ... was estimated -that l kilogram of plutonium could 

~ 
~e r'oduced~such a chain re~c ion in excess of the plutorium which 

is destroyed at - eac+ ion rate of l~ mill ior> kilowatts. Fnclear 

data which have become available since that time make it desirable 

to revise t h is estir.wte as follows: 

Contribution of u23 8 fission to the chain reaction.--~easure-

ments which we have carried out after March 1943 with radium-boron 

neutrons on the fast neutron emission of u238 !11ake it possibJe to 

give at present a more_ reliable estimate for the co ntribution or' the 

fast fission of u238 to the chain reaction. This estimate is arl.'ived 

at in the following manner: A radium-boron neutron source ·;ras placed 



. . 
2 

in the center of a uraniura sphere and we found that the total nuraber 

of neutrons leavirg t!'.e sphere was 5.3~o greater than the total number 

of neutrons emitted by the source. We further found t:r:at the number 

of those 11 fast11 neutrons leaving the sphere_ which -Nere capable of 

prodUC in..g fiSSion in u 238 WaS about 02 . 8% Of the nUffi06 r Of SUCh II faS t 11 

neutrons e:11itted by the source. 

If we nm• a~sume tl at Lhe energy distr ibution of the neutror:s 

of this source closely resembles the energy distribution of the fission 

neutrons we C8.r obtain directly from these values the nuraber of neutrons 

which a fission rsutron would liberate in an infinitely large mass of 

u238. This number represents the contribution of the fast fission 

of u238 in a r.1ixture of u 238 and plutonium for the 1 imi ting case of 

very lov plutonium concentration. Obviously we have 

~ :: 5.3/100 

1 - 0.628 
= 19.5% 

r;;umber of neutrors cmi ttod in fast neutron f'iss ion of 94 .--

In the preliminary reFort of Larch 26 , 1943 it was assumed that 2.2 

neutrons are emitted by the number of neutrons absorbed in u235 
or 

element 9423 9. At present we kl!ow however th t we have to distinguish 

between the fission cross sectior and the absorption cross section of 

these elemerts and according to Ferm i 1 s latest measurements about 17.5% 

of the neutrons are captured without fissior: by u 235 in the thermal 

region. We would thus have for the number of neutrons emitted per 

fission from u235 
1 ~ v = 2.2 X 1.175 = 2.6 

l 1 .) 

Incidentally v' L • 1"' is also the v-alue wLj ch Zinn and I found in 1 g39 
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3 

by a direct measurement of the number of neutror.s emitted per fission 

in which the number of neutrons was determined "Y the nur1ber of 
/ 

recoil~ produred in,an ionization chamber and was ~~ce~ 
I J ,. •-* __.,. .II 

This agreeme n v ic better t an can be expodted 

since our measurement was ~ot an accuru t e one. 

A direct comparison carried out at site Y of the number of 

neutrons emitted per fission of u238 and plutonitw indicatP.s that this 

number is 20fo higher for plutonium than for u235 • According to this 

finding we would have to writs 

f/ 
14 = f'L Jr 3, I 



Insert p. 4 

Radiative capture of neutroPs in plutonium.--Plutonium seems 

to have a considerable cross sectio"' fo r ;:-udiativc capture of neutrons 

in the thermal region and this process presu;:mbly lead s to the forme.-

tion of an isotope of plutoniun to whic. I shall refer, for the sake 

of convenience, as supra plutor.iu:n . :!...:' supra plutonium is t!ot fission-

able at iow neutron energ ies then we have to use for Ct:>.lculatiqs the 

balance of plutonium productior aPd destr ction in a chain re action 

the value o~, i.e. the number of r.eutror.s emitted by plutonium 

per neutron absorbed rather t"lc.r the value of t/' i.e., the numuer 

of neutrons emitted per fission. 

In that case there may ·oe a further advantage of the fast 

heutron chain reaction over the slow neutron chain reaction arising 

fron the possibility that with increasing neutron er..er?;y the pro-

bability of supra pJutoniur1 f orma:tian reJative to fission decreRses 

and perhaps~ becomes negligible e.Qove one million volts. 
~ 

If supra plutonium -p 1 ot formed with high energy neutrons 
~__) ...._J~~~,~ 

or if supra plutoni~um,.., ~M~a~,~tonium forma-

tion and destructio ~1ftermined by y'1'-for which "\the Site Y results 
~4<~ 

indicate a va~of~3:~·- ~view of all the uncertainties involved 

~ /~ ~·L 
we shall/<iee;-41'! orda>r ±g -ee reasonably eonscwrnetinif'~~ee of ..-::. 
-4L.... 
~iglt c e:l<io, a.s a reasonable yalpe HfHH> wfiiefi te ease an e s t ima te ,:t-
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In view of all t he uncer t ainties involved we sha 1, for tl e 

present, base our estinate in the case of a fast neutron cha in reaction 

on the balance of plutol"ium product ion a nd d6st r uct io n on a value of 

~Pj ~ 2 

whereas €or estimatir.g the cr itical dimezcs io ns of the chain reaction 

unit we shall use the value of 

/t~!'/J~: 2 . 2 

Overall ha1ance of plutonium production .-- In a mixtu re of u238· 

and I?lutoniurJ. we may exrec t at low c oncerntrations of plutoniur:1 t!-',e 

production of E. x //' neutrons for eve ry plutonium etom .v l~ ich undergoes 

fission . According t o tho stc.,crerts mad e a bove , we s haJl base o u r 

estimate of the overall balance of plutonium production and destruction 

on the value of 

/ -
Tl:is neans that ir: such a fHst neutron chain eaction ir wh ich all 

neutrors which d o not react with plutonium are captured by u238 about 

3 neutrons are formed for every a t om of plutonium wh ic t is des t royGd . 
~ , I ?~ r. ~ --..;h • .-'{ ~ '--<' ~ /' ,.,..... 

Consequently{ve have a net tain of one atom o f plutonium produced i n 

excess wheneve r one atom of plutonium undergoes fission a nd is replaced 

by a no the r atom o; plutoniu:n t hat is for'led . At the same time .2 atoms 

of u238 are destroy ed by underg oil1?; f ast neutron fission . Accordir.gly 

the production of 1 kilor:;ram of excess pluto nium per day Vlill be 

acconpanied by heat d issipa tion of about 1.2 mi l lion kw . 



...... . . 
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Requi ·er.1e10t of detailed balo.r-ce .--So far 'Ne hr.ve merely corsidered the 

overall balance of plutonium consumption production. This overall 

balance ·tould hold both for small and large chain rcuctir~ units pro-

vided that tte leakage of neut''Cl"S fro m the c!-ain reacti!'l!. unit it 

kept o.t zero 1 tJ-at is, if the chain reacting; l.>r•it i: surroul"'ded ·vi tL 

s o :n, ch u2 38 that all neutrons a e cbsorbcd aTl.d do not leak out, the 

precedir.g considerations will hold and we produc e two atoms of plutonium 

for on which in destroyed . 

HOW&V&r , et us now consider an enriched core of uniform co:n-

position so th1'.t we may talk about the multiplication factor of tl.c 

mixture. This core is surrounded with unenriched uranium of sufficient 

qual"tity to assure the overall balance previously discussed . If we 

used a very rich mcixture which has a very higb multiplication factor 

there would be a great leukat,e o f n utrons fro:1. the enric hed core 

into the periphe o.l layers .lThe a::1ount o[,:;J::i~r~;.htt_ ~ 
enric ed core could then act ally decreas8)and the effective multi- ~~ 

plication f::tctor of the arrangement could fall below one if the chuin 

reaction is maintaine9 for a finite amour:t of t ·me. 'e arc "1ore 
J r .,.... ~t 

interested here ir: sys+e'l'l::- il" v1hich -tne eiTec'flve multiplication 
J..l/ 

factor increases when tle chain reaction is maintained~ will uiscuss 

how the chain reaction can te regulated to offset tris increase 

/ 
bx.i the e-f-": d•ive :nultiplica ion f<.:tctor dn .. ;r a.r:cl--t;u- keep the effec-

tive mul tiplicatwr. factor one over a lo 11:, period oi ti!"le during .iH:ch 

the excess amount of plutonium produced rna~' be of the same oraer of 

magnit ude as the nmount o'f pl torium orib inally contained i n tLe o:-

rici1ed core. 
' 



Requiro!:'eT't of Detailed Fala.rce .--In the fo11 orin[!; v-re shall 

cons icier a s~:stem wl- ich is co.nposed of a co-,.e contail"ing u238 erriched 

by plutonium and surrounded by 9. peripheral layec of u238 wl.ich is 

sufficiently thick to absorb all l"eutrors aris in[?; in tl-.e chair r~~.ctior. . 

For the sake of simplicity we shall assur1e that the composit-ion of 

the enriched core is uniform so that we C!."-L talk about the mul tipJ ica

tion factor of the mixtu re. O..t :::.}Jfe:J.rs reasor.al1 le to aim at running 

the chain reaction for a sufficiently lor>.g time to per·•1aps lul'h]e the 

amount of plutonium in t :-e system ir the course of tl:.e chain reaction. 

If such violent oranges in the constitutional system occur methods 

must be found which all ow us to keep tl-.e effective multiplicatior> of 

the system at one witho t poisoning the system in an unproductive manner . 

later 

e s;rs±em..~~~o 
r~-" ~~.L ~ ,...--

a.--J;~ fliJ!;'t t.ttil' ip:l-ica-

WhiJ e in s ch a sys~ em we mc.y produce t-wo ato:ns of pl utoniur,~ 

for w • 11 is des tr ..... yed, there is a leakag;e of plutori.l..U"fl i':'om tl:e 

enriched cor~ peri-:=heral layer 

great we may have a 

of the effective multipl/.actor 

in the course of the c ln reaction . In 

un' if th .. it leakage is t0o 

a tendency 

a~rangement to deo:ease 

is pre erred 

t o consider in which the BultiplicP.tion factor o 

large and which has a tendency of incroasirg its 

ir the course of t~e chain rc~ction . 



r··, 

sua:.r.y 

I n order to produce pl tonitm fr om u238 i t appe ars of 

interest to consider a f1:1:::t neutron reactior, mc.intained in a mixture 

238 of plutonic.;:-1 ard U • Ore might envisage a unit of 2 meter dio.mete::-

and 2 meter heig~t with an enriched core of uhout 2 tors o1.' t:rani •m 

containing 200 kg; of plutonium . It mig;r.t be possible to rnove ?5Q , OOO 

kw fro'TI such an enriched core. TLis tJeans that Ue amount o:' plutoniUL1 

l the arrangemert could be a bout doubled in a little ovo •· two years . 

If the specific l:.eo.t remov~·.l if L.ahre d the a..J.o•·rL of plutoniu.'":l vested 

would be double d in a bout 4~ yea!:[' . It sr.ovld be JOted U.at t:1e::: e 

times ~ive n al'e practically inderend~nt of the size of the an~icr_ed 

core and a re essentially determined by t~e speclfic heat renoval . 

This is so bectH .• se tlle amount of ;;:lutonit;.m j_- tbe arrangwre:r.t would 

increase almost as fast u: ~:~weight of the enriched core increases , 

i.e . the concentration of pl utoY'iur:t il" the rriched core doc 8 r.o t 

r a pidly decrease with increasing si ze of the core if •ve go fr om a 

two- ton core to a 16 t o n core . Durir.g ttat tbte tl-.e rr.ultiplics.tion 

factor would increase unless we constant ly Jes~:~sted the ar~~~6 c-

ment . This can be do ne simply by rotatir.g th!ll'ee C.isks w~ ich "UH,ort 

part of the uranium lattice of the power unit . 
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